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    CHAPTER 1   

     Abstract      The introduction provides the rationale for the book and sets 
it in the context of the contemporary, post-9/11 debates concerning 
counterinsurgency. It briefl y engages with the two main approaches to 
the analysis and interpretation of early Cold War anti-guerrilla campaigns 
and makes the case for both the comparative approach in the study of 
counterinsurgency and the relevance of non-Western, small state military 
operations against armed rebels. The theoretical stance embraced is laid 
out, and the main arguments are presented.  

  Keywords     Asymmetric warfare   •   Cold War   •   Communist bloc   • 
  Counterinsurgency  

       In the fi rst decade of the twenty-fi rst century, the problems and even-
tual failures of American-led military campaigns in Iraq and Afghanistan 
spurred the need for a reappraisal and deeper study of counterinsurgency. 
One of the main directions followed was historical, with the gaze of mili-
tary practitioners and scholars focusing especially on the “classical period” 
of counterinsurgency, the period stretching from the end of the Second 
World War to the end of the Vietnam War.  1   The bulk of the studies con-
centrated on two important cases: the British campaign in Malaya, which 
was seen as a “textbook victory,” and the French war in Algeria, seen as 
the archetypal defeat. While many were mostly interested in recuperating 
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the perceived wisdom of the time through a re-read of the literature of 
the period, especially the work of “luminaries” such as Robert Thompson 
or David Galula, those of a more thorough inclination revisited the coun-
terinsurgencies of the period in depth, making use of new archival docu-
ments, testimonies and memoirs. 

 The results of the two approaches could not have been more differ-
ent. The fi rst advocated that much of what they took to be lessons of the 
past, especially those concerning the winning of the “hearts and minds” 
of the civilian population, are relevant and useful as guides for contempo-
rary confl icts.  2   Unfortunately, the proponents of this camp, some of them 
military offi cers or academics associated with governmental departments 
or military research structures, found their ideas embraced by military and 
political leaders and translated into policies in the Middle East and Central 
Asia.  3   The second camp took a longer time to produce their results, but 
they were damning; “classical counterinsurgencies” fought by Western 
powers had been brutal, murderous confl icts fought in disregard of inter-
nal and international law.  4   

 Throughout this period little attention was paid to the counterin-
surgency campaigns waged by non-Western powers. Some assumed the 
cultural differences between the capitalist West and the communist East 
meant that any work on such campaigns would have no comparative value 
at all.  5   Nevertheless, little was published, particularly in English, on such 
topics. Even the campaigns fought on the European continent by the 
Soviet Union and its communist allies received scant attention, despite the 
proximity to the physical and cultural Western space.  6   

 This book is an attempt to rectify this neglect and has two main aims. 
The fi rst is to present and analyze one such campaign, fought by the 
Soviet-imposed and -supported government of Romania against a scat-
tered insurgency waged by anti-communist, nationalist groups between 
1944 and the early 1960s. The second goal is to integrate this counter-
insurgency in its global context, through a comparison not only with the 
actions of the USSR in its western borderlands but also with the cam-
paigns fought by Western powers in their colonies, especially the British in 
Malaya and the French in Algeria. 

 Still seldom mentioned in the English-speaking world, the Romanian 
anti-communist armed resistance and the governmental responses to it are 
now, due to local circumstances and efforts, better known than other con-
temporary rebellions. The opening and thorough research of the archives 
of the repressive institutions of the country led to the publication of a vast 
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number of volumes of documents, archival funds, secret periodicals and 
memoirs directly concerned with the events. A solid secondary literature 
emerged in the last 20 years; based on a careful study of primary and sec-
ondary sources, one can attempt a presentation and analysis of Romanian 
counterinsurgency. Yet to stop here would produce a partial image, per-
haps useful for historical purposes but one that would have little relevance 
in the general framework of war studies, more specifi cally of strategic stud-
ies. A comparative look yields more interesting and relevant results if we 
are to understand insurgency and counterinsurgency as unitary, coher-
ent phenomena and thus relevant objects of study for social sciences. 
Moreover, directly comparing communist and Western counterinsurgency 
has not been attempted so far and would thus contribute both to dispel-
ling the idea that there were signifi cant cultural differences between the 
camps and to a more comprehensive understanding of what it meant to 
wage irregular warfare in the immediate post-1945 period. 

 This study is based on the assumption that counterinsurgencies are 
fundamentally military affairs. Therefore, the analysis attempted here is 
predicated upon the idea that there are three essential elements of govern-
mental response to armed rebellions: population control, intelligence and 
military operations. The main premise behind choosing these dimensions 
was that contemporary governments faced with insurgencies have three 
main tasks. The fi rst task is to prevent the transformation of the confl ict 
into a civil war by allowing the insurgents to attract vast sectors of the 
civilian population to their side; the best avenue for doing so is through 
population control. The second task is to fi nd the enemy and uncover its 
cells, structures and  modus operandi , which is the task of intelligence agen-
cies. The third task is to eliminate the armed rebels—an objective that is 
considered in the framework of military operations. 

 Both in the case of Romania and other, better known campaigns, the 
fi ndings of this study point to the hollowness of the prevalent narrative 
concerning “hearts and minds” approaches aimed at the local populations 
and instead highlight the centrality of massive deportations and physical 
and psychological intimidation and control of targeted populations. The 
study of intelligence engages with the relative merits of centralised and 
decentralised organisation for counterinsurgency campaigns, evaluates the 
use of interrogation and torture and assesses the role of infi ltration and 
counter-gangs. Military approaches, such as patrols, cordoning, garrison-
ing, raids, and special forces operations, are analyzed in relation to achiev-
ing success in the campaigns. 
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 Perhaps the most important argument raised here is that population con-
trol was the strategic-level answer to early post-war counterinsurgencies, 
whereas intelligence and military operations were mostly relevant on a tactical 
level. This led to the proposal of a counter-metaphor to the oft- used “hearts 
and minds” portrayal of successful counterinsurgency. This work argues that 
one should more accurately see success in these campaigns as a combination 
of “bullets, brains and barb wire,” where brains stands for the intelligence 
operations providing the information that brought the enemies in the way 
of the bullets used in military operations, or behind the barb wire, which is a 
better symbolic depiction of what population control policies actually were. 

 This book is divided in six chapters. The second comprises the com-
parative, global context in which the Romanian campaign was fought, 
with particular attention to Western colonial campaigns fought in Malaya 
and Algeria, but also using examples from similar ventures in Greece, 
Madagascar, Indochina, Kenya, Cyprus, Tunisia and Morocco. It is 
focused specifi cally on Western imperial campaigns, as Soviet experience 
is discussed in an integrated manner with the Romanian one in Chap.   3    . 
While the reader interested only in the Romanian campaign could entirely 
skip this chapter, I do believe that a more comprehensive understanding 
is gained by reading it. 

 The third chapter discusses the historical context of the anti- communist 
armed resistance in Romania in the fi rst decade and a half of the Cold War. 
It presents the historical conditions of the establishment of a pro-Moscow 
government in Romania at the end of the Second World War, the causes 
of the insurgency and its social base and a typology of armed rebel groups. 
The fourth chapter contains a discussion of the organisation of commu-
nist intelligence and police counter-insurrectionary efforts and the role of 
Soviet advisors in the confl ict. It details specifi c intelligence operations, 
such as informant networks, interrogation, betrayal, debriefi ng, infi ltra-
tion, surveillance and counter-gangs. The fi fth chapter engages with the 
use of specifi c military operations, such as patrols, checkpoints, ambushes, 
sweeps and targeted strikes, and continues with detailed examples of their 
use in the destruction of specifi c armed groups. It also focuses on the 
forms of population control used by the government to prevent the rebel-
lion from spreading and eventually cut the insurgents from any popular 
support. It discusses complete territorial control and censorship but is 
dedicated in depth to the crushing of peasant riots and the use of massive 
internal deportation of restive populations or groups deemed suspect by 
the government. 
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    CHAPTER 2   

    Abstract     This chapter is a sweeping depiction of the global context in 
which Romanian counterinsurgency was fought. The focus is fi rmly on 
Western imperial counterinsurgency, particularly French and British. 
Through a discussion of campaigns fought in Madagascar, Indochina, 
Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Greece, Malaya, Kenya and Cyprus, the argu-
ments concerning the role of population control, military and intelligence 
operations are developed and a comparative picture of post-war colonial 
counterinsurgency appears.  

  Keywords     British decolonisation   •   Cold War   •   Counterinsurgency   • 
  French decolonisation   •   Intelligence operations   •   Military operations   • 
  Population control  

       In the fall of 1945, with Germany and Japan defeated and occupied, few 
in the imperial capitals of Lisbon, Amsterdam, London and Paris were 
convinced that the end of colonial domination was over.  1   Despite all the 
talk about national determination in the Atlantic Charter and on the hall-
ways of the newly born United Nations, the governments of the colonial 
empires were active at the time in reasserting their dominance of territo-
ries occupied by their defeated opponents.  2   The British returned virtually 
unopposed to Southeast Asia and helped the Dutch send their forces to 
the East Indies. The French returned with their bureaucracy and tens of 

 Western Imperial Counterinsurgency, 
1945–1962                     



thousands of colonial troops to Indochina. It would seem prospects for 
independence lay in the distant future, at best a generation or two away. 
From some territories, particularly in Africa, the European elites had no 
intention of leaving at all and no expectation to be forced to do so.  3   

 Yet this was not to be. Within a decade and a half, with the exception 
of Portuguese colonies and a few far-fl ung islands in the Caribbean Sea 
and the Atlantic, Pacifi c and Indian Oceans, scarcely any signifi cant terri-
tory remained in the hands of Western empires. While the Soviet Union 
was busy consolidating its imperial dominance from Berlin to Ulan Bator 
and the USA was building its own “empire by invitation”, the European 
empires all but disappeared.  4   Indeed, stiff opposition in the colonies, 
sometimes taking the form of armed combat, as well as unenthusiastic 
support for empire at home put the Western governments in front of two 
options: to “fi ght or fl ight”.  5   As time would prove, both were chosen and 
both led to the loss of the colonies. 

 Indeed, neither 1945 nor 1946 were without violent opposition to the 
Western rule or the return of Western rule to its colonial outposts. Before 
the war was fully over, the French had to put down a massive anti-colonial 
riot in the Sétif region of Algeria, with thousands of civilians killed in the 
process. In 1947, the reassertion of authority in Madagascar was even 
more brutal, the historical record speaking of tens of thousands of vic-
tims.  6   By 1946, the Dutch were actively engaged in combat operations in 
the East Indies and had to throw in the towel within three years. 

 The same year saw the beginning of the War in Indochina, the fi rst in 
a series of Vietnamese wars lasting until 1979. Guided by the cunning 
politician and fi ery ideologue Ho Chi Min and led on the fi eld of battle 
by the greatest non-Western general of the twentieth century, Vo Nguyen 
Giap, the Vietnamese communists goaded the French colonial authorities 
into a guerrilla campaign.  7   Following almost to the letter Mao Zedong’s 
prescriptions for revolutionary war, and by doing this unintentionally per-
suading the French military that Maoism underpins all anti-colonial move-
ments, the Vietnamese were able to escalate to all-out civil war.  8   Defeating 
the troops of Paris in pitched battles, they forced France’s ignominious 
surrender at Dien Bien Phu in 1954 and, subsequently, their withdrawal 
from the newborn states of Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia.  9   

 While London’s African colonies were generally quiet at the end of 
the Second World War, the same cannot be said of territories in Asia or in 
those of Britain’s close allies. The end of the British mandate in Palestine 
saw a vicious insurgency led by Zionist elements punctuated by terror-
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ist attacks and summary executions, lasting until the proclamation of the 
state of Israel in the summer of 1948.  10   Greece, an ally of the United 
Kingdom, saw itself engulfed in a bitter civil war between the nationalist 
royal government and the Communist Party of Greece, initially supported 
by Tito’s Yugoslavia. Lasting between 1946 and 1949, it involved the 
direct commitment of British troops in the fi rst phase and military advisers 
and equipment in the second phase. Unlike the Vietnamese, the Greek 
communists moved too fast from guerrilla warfare to conventional con-
frontation and were defeated in pitched battles by governmental troops. 
This, as well as the cutting of supply lines by Yugoslavia, led to the defeat 
of the anti-imperialist fi ghters.  11   

 It was in Southeast Asia, though, that London would end up fi ghting its 
longest and most famous colonial campaign after the Second World War.  12   
After Indian independence in 1947, Malaya became the most important 
economic asset of the troubled empire. As a major exporter of rubber 
and tin, the region was bringing a lot of hard currency, particularly US 
dollars, to British planters, mining tycoons and banks and fi lling Treasury 
coffers.  13   Initially peaceful, Malaya erupted in violence in the summer of 
1948. The Malayan Communist Party (MCP) and its military wing, the 
Malayan Races Liberation Army (MRLA), unleashed a campaign aimed 
at driving the colonists out and establishing a Marxist-Leninist regime. 
With some 8000 armed fi ghters, many with guerrilla experience in anti- 
Japanese campaigns, the MRLA seemed like a powerful adversary and 
were sometimes able to mount spectacular attacks against British civilians 
or governmental authorities.  14   

 However, London was better placed in Malaya than Paris ever was in 
Indochina. Firstly, the peninsula was ethnically divided between the major-
ity Malays and the Chinese and Indian minorities.  15   As the MCP was over-
whelmingly drawn from the poor Chinese, it was easy for the authorities 
to mobilise against them not only most of the Malays but also the Chinese 
upper and middle-classes, whose commercial and business interests over-
lapped closely those of the British.  16   Furthermore, the United Kingdom 
was able to bring in resources from many territories, including experienced 
policemen from Palestine, battle-hardened Gurkhas from Nepal, former 
headhunting jungle warriors, such as the Iban tribesmen from Sarawak, 
imperial infantry battalions from Africa and Commonwealth forces from 
Australia, in addition to troops sent directly from the British Isles. These 
resources, combined with the ability to control the skies and the seas, 
meant that there was little chance for victory for the MCP.  17   Nonetheless, 
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the campaign against them lasted for 12 years, and it was won only after a 
massive campaign against the poor civilian Chinese population of Malaya. 

 The mid-1950s saw the eruption of other major anti-colonial cam-
paigns. In Kenya, radicalised groups from the Kikuyu population rose to 
armed struggle, vexed by decades of ill treatment and expropriation at 
the hands of a tiny, self-indulgent and government-encouraged minority 
of white planters.  18   Their struggle was mostly carried out in the jungle 
and on the jungle fringes and came to be known as the Mau-Mau Revolt. 
Featuring intricate magic rituals and, in some cases, brutal acts of retribu-
tion against British civilians, the anti-colonial movement suffered from 
lack of weapons and a proper organisation.  19   Even still, it gave London 
and its local forces two years of serious armed trouble, which again was 
only fi nished through a massive and violent campaign against Kikuyu civil-
ians. Historians only revealed the full extent of its horror in the twenty-fi rst 
century. Nonetheless, much like in Malaya, London was able to organise 
eventual independence for Kenya in terms agreeable to present and future 
British interests in the country. 

 Another important rebellion that began in the middle of the decade 
took place in a territory apparently ill suited to guerrilla warfare, the island 
of Cyprus. The Greek population of Cyprus was animated by a desire 
to see the British authorities leave and to achieve union with Greece. 
More extreme elements in its midst coupled this desire with others, 
aimed at the destruction of local communists and the expulsion of the 
island’s Turkish minority. These ideas received political support from the 
Orthodox Archbishop of Cyprus, the shrewd Makarios and became the 
ideology of  Ethniki Organosis Kyprion Agoniston  (National Organisation 
of Cypriot Fighters) EOKA, a conservative guerrilla movement led by 
Colonel Georgios Grivas.  20   Between 1956 and 1960, EOKA led a violent 
campaign against British offi cials, police and military personnel, as well as 
minority Turks and Greek communists. While less brutal than in its colo-
nial outposts of Kenya and Malaya, London’s reaction featured execution 
of civilians, surveillance, actions against local communities and military 
operations aimed at the guerrillas. While Grivas’s guerrillas did not win 
in the fi eld, they played an important part in achieving independence for 
Cyprus in 1960.  21   

 A third massive anti-colonial rebellion that marked the second part 
of the 1950s and the early 1960s took place in French North Africa. 
Morocco and Tunisia rose fi rst to challenge Paris’s right to rule over 
them.  22   Energised by loyalty towards a charismatic monarch in the case of 
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the former and by a skilful politician in the case of the latter, local popula-
tions mounted both peaceful demonstrations and armed attacks against 
resident French military forces. After two years of signifi cant confl ict, both 
countries achieved complete independence in 1956.  23   The most violent 
confl ict of the region, though, was to take place in Algeria. Conquered 
in the 1830s–1840s and considered a part of mainland France, the coun-
try had a large white minority, spread both in its major cities and in the 
rural areas. In political and economic control of the territory, the local 
whites made few concessions to the Muslim majority in the aftermath of 
the Second World War, preferring to keep them in a state of economic 
and social inferiority.  24   While some Muslim Algerians sought to rectify this 
through legal political activism, others saw radical change and eventual 
independence possible only through the means of armed struggle.  25   

 Unleashed on 1 November 1954, the campaign waged by the  Front 
de Libération Nationale  National Liberation Front (FLN) saw massive 
terrorist attacks against cities over the years, vicious murders of French 
civilians in the countryside, wholesale slaughter of Muslim Algerians who 
did not entirely agree with the FLN’s agenda, ambushes of French police 
and military forces and, eventually, when the rebels grew in numbers, 
attempts to engage the regular army in pitched battles.  26   The situation 
steadily deteriorated, to the point that segments of the local white popula-
tion and radical elements of the French Army were mounting open and 
armed opposition to Paris’s policies, which they considered too soft.  27   The 
colonial government fought back and was able to turn the tables in the 
end, defeating the opposition of the whites, purging its own army, elimi-
nating FLN’s network of arms procurers in Europe, sealing off the bor-
ders with Tunisia and Morocco, destroying FLN’s urban armed wing and 
hunting down its rural elements in the remotest corners of the country.  28   
Nevertheless, the government could do nothing against urban peaceful 
protest, which re-emerged in full force after 1960. This, coupled with 
internal war-weariness and revelations of massive abuses and tortures dur-
ing the war, forced Paris to the negotiating table and resulted in indepen-
dence for the country in 1962.  29   

 While governmental reactions to each particular rebellion varied with 
the region, the adversary and the local interests, when Western capitals 
decided to stay on and fi ght to preserve a colony or mould its future in a 
profi table way, their counterinsurgency campaigns had three main compo-
nents. First, in nearly all of them, civilian population had to be controlled 
to a degree that would prevent the guerrillas from radicalising it or raising 
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it to a general anti-colonial insurrection and would stop the armed reb-
els’ free movement. The second element was the province of intelligence 
services and involved fi nding and identifying the rebels and their support 
network. The third essential action was the elimination of the partisans 
through a variety of means, most of them falling in the category of military 
operations. The analysis of how these options were pursued by Western 
governments between 1945 and 1962 serves as a useful general context 
and comparison tool for understanding parallel campaigns fought in the 
Eastern Bloc, such as the one in Romania. 

 In most of post-1945 campaigns, population control policies were suc-
cessful, with the possible exception of Algeria, where the authorities lost 
control in the late stage of the confl ict, not so much over the Muslim 
majority but rather over the European inhabitants of the country.  30   Even 
in this case, the government was victorious in the sense in which it pre-
vented the transformation of an armed rebellion into a conventional and 
symmetric civil war, which had been the goal of the FLN for a time.  31   In 
Malaya, the early preventive arrest campaigns and large-unit manoeuvres 
had stopped the MCP from reaching out to most of the country’s popula-
tion, but in the long run the strategy of population control was, likewise, 
responsible for preventing the escalation of the confl ict.  32   

 The most striking aspect of the strategies of population control that 
needs to be kept in mind is the government’s policy of dislodging vast 
numbers of civilians from their areas into settlements under government 
control, thus enforcing large-scale internal deportation programs. In 
Malaya, the British colonists resettled virtually half of the target popula-
tion (the ethnic Chinese) or up to 15 % of all inhabitants of the country.  33   
In addition to the 10,000 who were deported to China, a million people 
were moved from their homes, be they squatter settlements or older vil-
lages, which were often destroyed by the armed forces.  34   In addition to 
them, many Malayan Aborigines, the most ancient population of the pen-
insula, were deported from their native jungles to unfamiliar, insalubrious 
settlements where they perished in droves.  35   In Algeria the French gov-
ernment forcibly resettled up to 2.5 million Muslim Algerians, making up 
to 40 % of the country’s population; among them were 400,000 nomads 
whose way of life was completely destroyed.  36   

 Deportations were always harsh and brutal affairs. To describe them in 
terms of “hearts and minds” policies, as it has been done until recently at 
least in the case of Malaya, is to grossly misrepresent reality. Houses and 
ways of life were destroyed, sometimes forever. Livelihoods were threat-
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ened and nearly anyone deported suffered, in addition to psychological 
trauma, serious economic losses that were seldom compensated at their 
market value, if ever. In Malaya the “New Villages” were, at least in the 
early years of their existence, forced labour camps in all but name.  37   In 
Algeria, even when the settlements were not surrounded by barb wire 
and patrolled by the army, they were devised in such a manner as to crush 
intimacy and destroy the traditional social pattern of Muslim families and 
community.  38   In Kenya, entire Kikuyu communities were moved to con-
centration camps under the strict surveillance and guard of governmental 
forces and those of the local white planters. Beatings, other forms of tor-
ture and murder were commonplace in these, to an extent unparalleled in 
other post-war colonial internal deportation programs.  39   

 In all of these cases, at least for a number of years, health and hygiene 
conditions were appalling and one could not help thinking that the gov-
ernments were responsible for enormous suffering and an untold number 
of deaths among its own peaceful citizens. This situation, in addition to 
food control, which was a most prominent tactic in Malaya but was pres-
ent in the other cases as well, served to physically and psychologically 
break the population’s will to resist, if it even existed in the fi rst place. By 
the time improvements to the lot of the deported were made, through 
better sanitation, health services, electrifi cation, schools, roads and land 
repartitions, it is likely that the civilian population had learned the hard 
way what determined governments can do when they feel threatened.  40   

 In addition to this direct, physical control over populations perceived to 
be inclined to help the guerrillas, the governments also mounted intense 
legal and psychological warfare campaigns against the population at large. 
Special emergency legislation was issued in Malaya, Kenya, Cyprus and 
Algeria, with Paris and London virtually ceasing to act as democratic 
powers. Basic rights, like freedom of movement, free speech,  habeas  cor-
pus and the right to a fair and speedy trial, were “legally” disposed with. 
Hundreds of people were sentenced to death and executed in Malaya and 
Kenya and thousands suffered the same fate in Algeria for breaking the 
emergency laws.  41   

 Psychological warfare was most elaborate in Malaya and Algeria, where 
special military-run institutions ran vast programs of indoctrination, black 
propaganda, and poster, radio and fi lm campaigns to rally the population 
to the cause of the government. Persuasion, bribe, threats and brainwash-
ing were used against both enemies and the population at large. Millions 
of leafl ets were dumped over the jungles of Malaya, accompanied by voice 
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aircraft persuading the rebels to surrender. In the towns and villages, like 
in Algeria, posters and fi lms were the main propaganda channels for the 
government.  42   

 It has to be noted here that the material as well as the personnel and 
institutional efforts involved in the population control policies were enor-
mous, at least in Malaya, Kenya and Algeria. The special Chinese depart-
ments and the Chinese Home Guards in the British colony and the  Sections 
Administratives Spécialisées  in Algeria employed tens of thousands of peo-
ple and spent vast sums of money to achieve their goals.  43   Whenever it 
mounted a massive internal deportation operation, a colonial government 
was able to mobilise tens of thousands of troops, thousands of trucks and 
dozens of trains. Indeed, a government needs to be rich and resolute, not 
only ruthless, in order to mount a successful population control campaign 
during an insurgency. 

 Intelligence organisation for counterinsurgency was quite different in 
the post-war colonial counterinsurgencies. The British in Malaya, after a 
short period of experimentation at the beginning, preferred to concentrate 
authority for the collection, analysis and distribution of intelligence in the 
hands of the civilian Special Branch, helped by army intelligence offi cers 
attached to it. This was also the case in the other colonial campaigns fought 
by London after the Second World War. The French had what seemed to 
be a disjointed intelligence effort, with army intelligence, ministry of the 
interior information services as well as both the internal and external civil-
ian metropolitan intelligence services involved in Algerian problems.  44   

 The reasons for this, especially in the light of the military success that 
governments enjoyed, seem to have been the nature of the opponent and 
the geographical characteristics of the confl ict. The British fought in Malaya 
against one of the most coherent and politically organised opponents, 
without internal frictions and obeying the orders of a central command.  45   
Furthermore, the area of operations was very uniform—mountainous jun-
gle—and it made perfect sense to concentrate intelligence efforts under 
one service. Putting everything under the civilian Special Branch also 
helped in showing that the Malayan confl ict was not a serious war. In 
Kenya or Cyprus, the guerrillas were also confi ned to operating within 
national borders. In the Algerian case, the FLN was not as united, with the 
external command (based in friendly Arab nations) often at odds with the 
internal one (based in Algeria proper), which was also divided, sometimes 
along ethnic lines between Arabs and Berbers.  46   Furthermore, unlike the 
MCP or other guerrillas opposing the British Empire, the FLN operated 
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not only in Algeria but also in other countries and on other continents. 
The French had to fi nd their enemies in the middle of deserts, in mountain 
hideouts, in fertile valleys, on the streets of big cities in Algeria, Morocco, 
and Tunisia but also in France, Germany and the USA. It would have been 
too diffi cult to run the campaign under only one intelligence service.  47   

 One advantage that imperial governments enjoyed from the start was 
the fact that the rebels did not mount a preemptive decapitation strike 
against intelligence agents working in contested areas. In other cases, such 
as Aden in the 1960s but most prominently Dublin during the “Bloody 
Sunday” of 21 November 1920, local guerrillas dealt heavy blows to the 
intelligence services by assassinating undercover agents. In the early post- 
war insurgencies this was not the case, most likely because of the inability 
of the partisans to identify such targets in advance.  48   

 Advanced technology was not really signifi cant in the fi ght against a rela-
tively unsophisticated but elusive adversary. Except for the use of precision 
aerial photography to identify enemy movements and camps in Malaya and 
Algeria and the use of listening devices in urban settings in most cases, tech-
nology had to make space for traditional, human intelligence collection.  49   
Informers and informer networks were the bedrock on which the intel-
ligence campaigns were based in classical counterinsurgency. Their recruit-
ment and formation required a steady, painful and long effort by specialised 
intelligence offi cers, who in Algeria and Malaya had to battle with their 
own inability to communicate in the native languages. These predicaments 
explain to a degree why it was so diffi cult to recruit and run good informers 
and to form effi cient and lucrative informer networks. The nature of the 
adversary and its operations accounts for the other problems of gathering 
intelligence. More often than not, the informers had to be recruited in the 
local communities or among the deported with the hope that they would 
provide intelligence on the support network of the guerrillas.  50   This sup-
port network had organisational coherence in Greece, Malaya, Cyprus and 
Algeria and was the main target of intelligence efforts in all the three cases. 
It’s targeting, if successful, allowed intelligence offi cers to identify most 
of the members of the network and the identities of the guerrillas, their 
habits, patterns of operations and, if especially lucky, locations. The process 
was lengthy and arduous and in many cases could be marred by intelligence 
offi cers or informers blowing their own covers in the process.  51   

 A far more diffi cult task was the infi ltration of agents and informers 
inside the guerrilla groups per se. The British had some success among 
the couriers of the MCP running correspondence between the guerrilla 
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camps in the jungle and the support network in the resettlement camps 
but were seldom able to insert agents in the fi ghting formations. The 
French had a similar experience in Algeria, penetrating support networks 
in rural and urban areas but seldom achieving intelligence from the armed 
rebel formations. They were, however, more capable in penetrating the 
FLN cells operating outside Algeria, most notably in metropolitan France. 
Through cooperation with other intelligence agencies, like those of fed-
eral Germany, weapons smugglers were identifi ed and eliminated.  52   

 In gathering human intelligence, the interrogation of civilians, sus-
pected enemy helpers and surrendered and captured enemy personnel 
played a prominent role. Language and cultural differences impeded 
French and British efforts, as the authorities had few offi cers who could 
speak Greek, Arabic or Chinese and had to rely instead on interpreters 
and, further along the line, on educating metropolitan offi cers or recruit-
ing native speakers. Also, especially when conducting a massive interroga-
tion in a cordoned locality, the offi cers had to make special efforts not to 
blow the cover of their informers and had to do far more interrogatories 
for the sake of appearances. However, in most cases the most problem-
atic aspect, at least from the vantage point of the present, is the brutal 
and sometimes inhumane methods used during interrogation. It has been 
established for a long time that French offi cers routinely tortured sus-
pected terrorists during the Battle of Algiers, and it has became apparent 
in the last decade and a half that this was normal practice in the rural areas 
throughout the confl ict. Thousands were killed in the process. Despite 
the fact that for decades the British portrayed their interrogation practices 
in post-war colonial warfare as clean and humane, proof began to emerge 
recently that torture, including the removal of fi ngernails, was a part of 
the process in Malaya, mirroring far more gruesome practices during the 
parallel campaign fought in Kenya against the Mau Mau.  53   

 When military operations are discussed, it is interesting to note that, 
despite the fact that geography, culture, ethnicity and organisation were 
vastly different between the insurgents, the options of the authorities were 
similar. Nor did it matter that the government could deploy hundreds of 
thousands of troops, like the French in Algeria, or mostly operate at pla-
toon or company strength, like in other campaigns. In all cases, the task of 
eliminating the rebels led the armed forces to consider and mount similar 
operations. 

 First, an analysis of Western post-war imperial counterinsurgency 
makes the case that large-scale, conventional operations against armed 
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rebels were not useless approaches ordered by incompetent or reaction-
ary offi cers unwilling to adapt to a new style of warfare, as some of the 
counterinsurgency literature has suggested. In the initial stages, raids 
with large military units, convoys, large patrols and strong checkpoints 
prevented the rebels from establishing liberated zones in order to con-
tact and radicalise the population. Later on, the massive presence of 
governmental forces, albeit an arduous and expensive process, served 
to show the fl ag and insure the local population of the military superi-
ority of the authorities over the rebels.  54   While seemingly ineffi cient in 
terms of enemies captured or killed, constant patrolling, checkpoints, 
cordons and sweeps maintained constant pressure on the guerrillas, who 
kept feeling that they are being hunted down by a determined adversary. 
The British in Malaya, once they established the Police Jungle Force 
and brought Aboriginal scouts in combination with Sarawak Rangers 
and other special forces into the fold, showed how large units can be 
very effi cient against elusive rebels. Similarly, the French  Commandos 
de chasse  were instrumental in defeating the last large formations of the 
FLN in 1959–1960.  55   

 Some specifi c large-unit approaches were particularly useful or sought 
after. In addition to the previously mentioned special forces operations, 
the French used large formations up to battalion and regiment size in 
their strategy of  quadrillage , which ensured territorial control and posed 
serious problems to any FLN large formations trying to move through the 
country. Forces as large as infantry divisions guarded the electrifi ed bar-
riers on the frontiers with Morocco and Tunisia, sealing off the rebels in 
the country from those abroad.  56   This lesson was learned by the British, 
who applied it on a smaller scale in the campaign they fought in Western 
Oman (Dhofar) in the late 1960s and early 1970s: well-defended, strong 
and constantly patrolled barriers can isolate insurgents from the civilian 
population in certain cases.  57   

 Perhaps the most effi cient in terms of enemies apprehended or killed in 
all the cases were ambushes and informed strikes, or targeted operations. 
When governmental offi cers became aware of locations, hideouts, routes 
and times for the passage of guerrillas, they were able to deploy troops to 
the indicated locations, even on short notice, and in numerous cases, they 
were successful. Even when an operation was botched and allowed some 
or all the guerrillas to escape, it put serious pressure on them, sometimes 
leading to their break-up. In cases when enemies were killed or captured, 
intelligence recovered could lead to other victories.  58   
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 It is hard to assess the role of counter-gangs in post-war imperial coun-
terinsurgency. Much touted by some experts for their success in Kenya, 
the case of the Q squads in Malaya is hard to judge, and their effi ciency 
cannot be measured until the full archives of the confl ict will be available 
for study. In Algeria, large-scale counter-gangs were used in a number of 
cases by the French to the point that they resembled more ethnic militias 
allied with the government than special, stealthy anti-guerrilla units meant 
to look and operate like their opponents. While effi cient in their initial 
phase, they were plagued by betrayals and usually collapsed quickly or 
passed altogether to the side of the FLN. It bears keeping in mind that 
the  Commandos de chasse  resembled many of the characteristics of counter- 
gangs that were used in other confl icts.  59   

 The analysis of military operations also highlights the particular role of 
specialisation of the forces and the utility of specially trained formations 
for the defeat of armed insurgency. In Greece, commandos took prece-
dence in fi ghting the insurgents, through night raids, deep raids and pen-
etration to attack the rear of enemy troops and also as a strategic reserve 
transported by aircraft.  60   In Indochina, the French military created spe-
cial anti- guerrilla forces in the form of the Mixed Airborne Commando 
Groups made up of French offi cers, NCOs and native Vietnamese para-
troopers who operated deep inside rebel-held territory gathering intel-
ligence and engaging enemy units in combat.  61  The British drew a lot of 
success from their ability to use imperial troops in Malaya. In addition 
to the local Malay troops and the  Sarawak Rangers, London was able 
to extract resources from the Commonwealth (especially Australia), but, 
more importantly in terms of jungle warfare, from Fiji and Kenya.  62   The 
French raised massive numbers of Algerian soldiers for their units, varying 
in roles from cooks and construction workers to especially effi cient mem-
bers of the  Commandos de chasse . They also had no particular need to cre-
ate special counterinsurgency units, as the colonial infantry regiments and 
the parachute regiments had already acquainted themselves with asym-
metric warfare in Indochina. However, they did display an appetite for 
innovation in raising horse cavalry regiments for operations in particularly 
inhospitable terrain.  63   The tendency to use specialised forces in combating 
insurgents in colonial and post-colonial spaces became even stronger in the 
1960s. For instance, they were the backbone of British operations against 
Indonesian forces in Borneo during the  Konfrontasi , 1963–1966.  64   

 Western counterinsurgencies in the fi rst few decades after the end of the 
Second World War were messy, brutal affairs. They featured high levels of 
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violence, and the sources of that violence were not only guerrillas seeking 
to overthrow governments and the authorities fi ghting against them but 
also the explicit policies of imperial capitals for keeping order through vast 
programs of population control. More often than not, this was accom-
plished not through “hearts and minds” policies but through internal and 
external deportation, internment, propaganda, brainwashing, summary 
sentencing and executions, beatings, torture and rapes. While intelligence 
and military operations were fundamental in tackling armed rebels and 
certainly need to be understood in order to get a good grasp of the tactical 
and operational levels of classical counterinsurgency, it is the population 
control measures that were the true strategic level of the campaigns. 

 The Romanian counterinsurgency campaign, which is the focus of the 
next chapters, was not fought in a vacuum. It is important to place it not 
only in the context of other Eastern Bloc campaigns, especially the Soviet 
operations in Ukraine and the Baltic states, but also in a specifi c worldwide 
military context. Thus, one can understand that cultural differences are 
overblown in the discussion of post-war asymmetric warfare. Common 
elements stemming from the nature of the confl ict and the usual govern-
ment reactions when faced with armed rebellion were often more impor-
tant than ideological, economic and social dissimilarities. 
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    CHAPTER 3   

    Abstract     This chapter presents the historical local context of Romanian 
counterinsurgency. It surveys its place in the plethora of campaigns fought 
in the Soviet space during and after the end of the Second World War. It 
presents the political, social and economic conditions in which a Moscow- 
backed government took over the defeated country and proceeded to its 
transformation according to the Stalinist model of development, and it 
assesses the strength and chances of organised political and military groups 
opposing this.  

  Keywords     Cold War   •   Opposition groups   •   Romania   •   Second World 
War   •   Soviet counterinsurgency  

       The Moscow-backed Romanian communists took power in early March 
1945, and by that time, armed groups and subversive movements were 
already contesting their bid for controlling the destinies of this European 
nation. The Romanian Communist Party ( Partidul Comunist Român , 
PCR) would go on to fi ght these armed groups and others formed in the 
following years for more than a decade and a half, until the last isolated 
armed rebels were captured in 1961 and 1962.  1   While these groups never 
formed a unitary movement and were quite small and unable to pose vital 
threats to the regime, they did constitute an insurgency in the sense of a 
politically motivated, armed struggle against a central government. 

 A Small Rebellion                     



 Indeed, when compared with other campaigns fought at the same time, 
the Romanian insurgency can be even more relevant for contemporary 
concerns. It was a scattered, diffused and leaderless movement united nev-
ertheless by an ideology (nationalism) and by the belief that armed strug-
gle would contribute to the downfall of an illegitimate regime supported 
by a foreign power. In this it resembles what Mark Sageman called the 
“leaderless jihad” to describe post-9/11 evolutions in the Middle East.  2   

 Contemporary as well as older literature on Counterinsurgency COIN 
usually refuses to engage with non-Western practice and theory of coun-
ter-guerrilla warfare. The reasons most often invoked for this refusal stem 
from a belief that cultural differences between the West and the East were 
so strong as to lead to completely dissimilar approaches that could never 
be replicated.  3   In the case of Russian and Soviet COIN, authors writing at 
the end of the Cold War were arguing that the country and its outlook is 
not Western and does not abide to Western norms and customs of warfare. 
Although there was a long tradition of Marxist regimes fi ghting counter-
insurgencies—the communist countries had been counterinsurgents for 
practically their entire existence—this cultural difference makes their expe-
rience in the same time unique and little relevant for the West.  4   

 But even if this theory holds true and there are indeed deep cultural 
and political differences, especially concerning the political unaccountabil-
ity of the communist regimes, their experience remains extremely relevant 
from the perspective of strategic studies. In the end, they were govern-
ments trying to defeat armed rebels. Despite their great powers concern-
ing society at large, they faced similar problems as their peers in the West 
when conducting actual operations and intelligence gathering. 

 The Soviet regime, which had fought its fi rst COINs against Nestor 
Makhno in the closing years of the Civil War and later against a Basmachi 
uprising in Central Asia, faced stiff resistance in its attempts to recuperate 
and control the territories snatched from it by the Germans in 1941–
1942.  5   The initial response, even while the Nazi troops were still on Soviet 
territory, was extremely brutal. Regular Red Army troops and the Interior 
Ministry (NKVD) troops ravaged Chechen and Northern Caucasian 
villages back of the front is a military term, ruthlessly suppressing any 
attempt by local armed rebels to get in touch with the advancing Germans 
in 1942.  6   Thousands were killed outright, without trial or any legal for-
mality. Population control techniques were implemented in the thick of 
war—as they had been attempted in 1940 in the territories occupied by 
Moscow in 1939–1940 in the Baltic States, Poland and Bessarabia—and 
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the authorities pursued vast deportations of hundreds of thousands of citi-
zens belonging to suspect ethnicities from their homelands to Siberia.  7   

 For many regions in the Soviet Western Borderlands and in the coun-
tries “liberated” by the Red Army, the violence did not stop in May 1945. 
Anti-communist armed resistance movements continued their struggle 
into the 1950s, many rebels hoping they were fi ghting in the early stages 
of another world war pitting the oppressive Soviets against the benevo-
lent, liberal and democratic West led by the USA.  8   In the most sweep-
ing research attempted so far on the subject, Alexander Statiev argued 
that, after 1944, anti-Soviet groups already fi ghting in the local wooded 
areas by the time of the reoccupation made up the core of the resistance. 
The guerrillas were mainly peasants, though the leaders still came from 
urban middle and lower middle class. Some underground networks were 
centralized, others had only an embryonic organization; those central-
ized (OUN-B—Ukrainian Nationalists, the Polish  Armija Krajowa ) had 
a coherent strategy, infrastructure and control of their forces.  9   Generally, 
the nationalist guerrillas were heroic: when surrounded in their bunkers 
they did not surrender; they either charged the attackers until mowed 
down by machine guns or committed suicide with grenades. Many rela-
tives of the guerrillas preferred to commit suicide than reveal the location 
of the fi ghters.  10   

 Obviously, the Soviet regime did not have many supporters in the west-
ern borderlands at the beginning. Eventually, though, peasants increas-
ingly sided with the state in order to break the vicious circle of violence 
and chaos. However, the support of the poor peasants for the govern-
ment was weaker than expected, in no small measure, due to the blun-
ders and brutalities of the COIN policies.  11   Among the methods used 
against guerrillas foremost was deportation, affecting the largest number 
of people among all counterinsurgency measures. Forced migrations tar-
geted not only the active opposition but also all potential opponents, like 
family members of known guerrillas, class enemies, and the former elite. 
Sometimes entire ethnic groups were targeted.  12   

 Among the fi ercest opponents of the nationalist partisans were those 
that Statiev calls, in reference to Mexican militias, the  Red Rurales . In 
order to suppress resistance in the western borderlands, the Soviet state 
also armed thousands of local peasants who fought the insurgents side by 
side with the regular forces. The peasant anti-insurgent fi ghters, knowing 
the sentiments and activities of every person in their village, frustrated the 
aim of some insurgents to live between actions as ordinary farmers, thus 
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forcing the enemies of the Soviets to surrender or be full-time insurgents, 
a diffi cult position after 1944. In non-forested regions, full-time insur-
gency was impossible.  13   

 The particular tactics and policies devised to deal with the partisans 
included establishing local platoon or section-sized garrisons (as many as 
623  in Ukraine in 1945). Mainly, they were organizing ambushes and 
were supported by patrols of larger units (company-sized) with light weap-
ons, in radio contact with motorized NKVD companies ready to intervene 
wherever guerrillas had been spotted.  14   Another procedure was sealing a 
particular village for a week and using dogs to methodically search every 
house. Intelligence gathering was considered of paramount importance. 
Regional party leaders, for instance in Ukraine, where N.S. Khrushchev 
was very active in combating partisans, were responsible for the estab-
lishment of an enormous agent network numbering tens of thousands of 
informers who became the most important source of intelligence about 
the insurgency.  15   

 Intelligence activities helped covert operations; those activities included 
testing loyalties, making guerrillas and supporters turn on each other, 
using insurgents to suspect others were agents in order to kill them. 
Commando units made of former insurgents operated against guerrillas, 
often with spectacular success. The interrogation of captured guerrillas 
was particularly brutal; it often involved beatings and burning of their 
bodies with cigarettes and on stoves.  16   Other means used to break the will 
of the insurgents and their supporters were intimidation through show tri-
als, bringing and exposing bodies of the dead guerrillas in the villages and 
public executions, especially hangings. Interspersed between these were 
amnesties for some of the partisans who wanted to surrender.  17   

 Unlike the Polish, Baltic and Ukrainian anti-communist and anti-Soviet 
insurgencies, which overlapped the Second World War and continued in 
the decade that followed this confl agration, the Romanian anti- communist 
armed struggle was virtually unknown to the Western public during the 
Cold War.  18   Throughout the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s, prominent ana-
lysts discussing the communist takeover of the country and its Stalinist-
inspired social and economic transformation rarely mentioned any kind 
of political or military opposition to the new regime.  19   If they did, they 
tended to assume that this resistance was crushed in 1946–1947, and that 
the  few armed guerrillas operating in the mountains met a similar fate 
in the following years.  20   In this they were following, somehow unwillingly, 
the view propagated by Bucharest, which throughout that period allowed 
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the publication of literary works and the screening of movies describing 
the fate of their opponents in similar terms.  21   

 However, after the fall of Eastern European communist regimes in 
1989, a deluge of memoirs and testimonies coming from survivors of 
these movements, their relatives and other former political prisoners 
in communist prisons soon changed this view.  22   These works brought 
into public light the existence, intensity and length of the insurgency, 
although some fell into the trap of many memoirs by exaggerating its 
uniqueness or signifi cance.  23   A more rigorous study of the Romanian 
anti-communist armed resistance began in the middle of the 1990s when 
researchers, initially without much institutional backing started working 
in the archives of the Romanian secret police,  Departamentul Securității 
Statului  (Securitate). The results of this research have been impressive, 
with dozens of volumes of documents published and a solid secondary 
literature emerging in the fi eld. Over the last decade and a half, a number 
of research institutes, national inquiry commissions and a scientifi c board 
working under the auspices of the Romanian Presidency contributed to 
this effort.  24   Although massive syntheses are few or still await publica-
tion, and the literature published in other languages (such as English and 
French) is scarce, the amount of published primary sources makes the 
Romanian case, quite surprisingly, far better documented than the other 
case studies of early Cold War COIN.  25   

   THE CONTEXT OF THE RESISTANCE 
 Anti-communist armed resistance began in a Romania devastated by a 
war in which it was essentially defeated and occupied by its foe, the Soviet 
Union. The pro-Axis government of Ion Antonescu (1940–1944), which 
initially governed in an alliance with the local iteration of the European 
fascist phenomenon, the Legionary Movement, took the country to 
war against Moscow in June 1941. This was done in order to recuper-
ate the territories annexed by the Soviet Union in June 1940, Bessarabia 
and Northern Bukovina. On the Eastern Front, the Romanian contribu-
tion was signifi cantly higher in terms of troops and losses than all of the 
other German allies, with two Romanian armies destroyed in the Battle 
of Stalingrad alongside Marshal Friedrich Paulus’s 6th German Army. 
Economically, Romanian oil production from the oil fi elds of Ploiești 
fuelled the German war machine, becoming one of the main targets of 
British and American air raids after 1942.  26   
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 Keeping in touch with the “barbarisation of warfare” on the Eastern 
Front, the Romanian troops had a signifi cant share in the extermination 
of Jewish population and in the mass killing of Soviet citizens in occupied 
areas, most notably Transdniestria and Odessa.  27   This behaviour, which in 
turn elicited a special condemnation and harsh treatment of the country 
from the victorious Soviets, had its roots both in a historical mistrust and 
fear of Russia and in a strong state-backed anti-Soviet and anti-communist 
propaganda. Indeed, the Romanian action on the Eastern Front was por-
trayed as the “Holy War against Bolshevism”, seen as a struggle for the life 
and soul of the nation in the face of an implacable enemy bent on their 
destruction.  28   

 These relatively widespread feelings and convictions were unlikely to 
subdue in the aftermath of the confl ict, with hundreds of thousands of 
Soviet troops on Romanian soil and the remnants of the national army 
fi ghting this time against German and Hungarian troops around Budapest 
and in the Tatra Mountains.  29   Bessarabia and North Bukovina were to 
remain detached from Romania. All political leaders who had led the 
country in the war were arrested, put through SMERSH interrogation 
in Moscow then turned over to the Romanian authorities for trial as war 
criminals. A number of them, including Ion Antonescu, were given death 
sentences and executed in June 1946.  30   The terms of the armistice con-
vention signed with the Allied Powers on 12 September 1944 seemed, for 
many Romanians, extremely harsh—a war-torn country being forced to 
pay a large war indemnity to its main victor, with a large part of this war 
debt being collected in precious industrial machinery and products with 
high export-value, such as oil and timber.  31   

 To crown all that, the political groups and parties who had led the 
country through the interwar period were, with good reason, perceived 
by Moscow and its local proxies as staunchly anti-Soviet and opposed to 
any transformation of the country according to a Marxist-Leninist model. 
Therefore the PCR had to move fast against these opponents, boosted by 
the support of Soviet troops in the country and the two pro-communist 
Romanian army divisions recruited and trained by political commissars in 
the prisoner camps inside USSR and brought in late 1944 in the country. 
With part of the government’s ministerial positions in the hands of the 
internal wing of the PCR ever since the coup that ousted Antonescu on 23 
August 1944, this task was becoming increasingly feasible. This was made 
even more so by the PCR’s takeover throughout the following autumn 
and winter of the intelligence and police structures of the state.  32   
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 After half a year of struggle with the centre and right-wing political 
parties represented in the cabinet and after a major push from Soviet 
adjunct Foreign Minister Andrey Vyshinsky, the PCR assumed virtually 
full power on 6 March 1945, in a new administration led by Dr Petru 
Groza. This new government, while including as token formations 
agrarian and social- democrat groups, was a communist government 
in all but name, with the party assuming the posts that would allow it 
to implement an agenda to the liking of Josef Stalin faster and more 
aggressively.  33   

 By the summer of 1948, the Romanian communists had completely 
destroyed their political opponents and created a framework for a radical 
reshaping of the social and economic structures of the country. The PCR 
and its affi liates conducted a land reform that dealt a heavy blow to large 
landowners in early 1945, won through fraud and intimidation the parlia-
mentary elections in the fall of 1946, dissolved and arrested the leadership 
of their liberal and agrarian foes in the summer of 1947, forced the king to 
abdicate and proclaimed a people’s republic on 30 December 1947, and 
decreed a vast confi scation and nationalization of property and industrial 
enterprises in June 1948.  34   This brutal reshaping of a country was bound 
to lead to a signifi cant degree of opposition. 

 One has here to engage with the dual problem of the magnitude of 
collaboration with and resistance to communist rule in early post-war 
Romania. Collaboration, or at least abeyance to governmental policy, 
seems to have characterized the majority of the population. While one 
can indeed explain this through the war-weariness of the citizens, through 
fear of reprisals or an effective intimidation of the masses by the gov-
ernment, economic and social explanations need also to be considered. 
Indeed, interwar Romania had a deeply divided economy and society. 
Wealthy elites with business interests in heavy industry, oil production, 
fi nance and large agricultural estates controlled the economic and politi-
cal destinies of the nation. The growing but still relatively small industrial 
working class was battling the small wages and the prolonged effects of the 
Great Depression.  35   Over 70 % of the population was still rural and occu-
pied in agriculture, with a vast majority of them tending small subsistence 
farms. In the countryside, morbidity, child mortality and illiteracy were 
signifi cantly higher than those in other European nations and approach-
ing the levels seen in the African and Asian colonies of Western powers.  36   
It is therefore unsurprising that underprivileged Romanians, who were by 
no means few, were willing to give a chance to a regime that ruled in the 
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name of their class and promised the rectifi cation in their favour of all the 
ills of the country.  37   

 In terms of the opposition to the communists, passive resistance is hard 
to quantify. For decades, exiled Romanians and foreign scholars argued 
that the majority of the people were opposed to the Moscow-backed gov-
ernment and its reforms. In the last two decades, many local analysts and 
scholars voiced similar opinions, but hard data simply cannot be collected 
in order to provide a defi nite answer to this question, and the evidence 
remains anecdotic or grounded in scattered materials on public opinion in 
the documents of the Securitate (the Romanian secret police from 1948 
until 1989).  38   

 What can be ascertained with a greater certainty is that dozens, if not 
hundreds, of armed or subversive groups comprising a few thousand indi-
viduals were formed in the years after 1944 and engaged in active resis-
tance, propaganda and defi ance of the regime. Other thousands were part 
of the support networks these guerrillas relied on for food, lodging and 
information. Many more individuals, without formally belonging to these 
groups, engaged in demonstrations or vocal disagreement with the poli-
cies of the PCR/PMR, risking their careers and liberty. When the waves 
of reform reached the countryside and Soviet-style collectivization began 
in earnest in 1949, thousands of peasants mounted violent, sometimes 
armed riots against the local communist authorities. An even larger num-
ber of citizens, numbering in the hundreds of thousands, were deemed 
to be suspect by the government and were deported, given compulsory 
residences or time spent in prison or work camps.  39   Although only some 
of these groups can be analysed from the perspective of counterinsurgency 
studies, it is important to highlight the signifi cant opposition to the com-
munist transformation of the country in order to better understand how 
a virtually hopeless struggle lasted for so long against such strong odds.  

   A TYPOLOGY OF REBEL GROUPS 
 In the growing literature of armed anti-communist resistance in Romania, 
a relative consensus has been formed concerning the outlook and ultimate 
fate of the guerrillas. According to most authors, they were small groups 
of up to 20 armed individuals, generally living in remote rural areas, 
preferably with mountainous terrain. They relied, to a great measure, 
on the networks of family and friends in  local villages, providing them 
with shelter, food, information, physical and moral comfort.  40   They were 
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 composed mostly of local anti-communist peasants, led by charismatic fi g-
ures recruited from former notabilities, notaries, teachers and army offi -
cers. A good number of them were city-folk who took to the mountains to 
add their efforts to the armed resistance, including students, lawyers and 
traders.  41   A table, detailing the name, leaders, composition, type, period 
and area of operations of most groups mentioned in this analysis can be 
found at the end of the book, with the entries in the order in which the 
groups were fi rst mentioned. 

 Many had not been politically affi liated before or during the war, while 
others had been liberals, members of the National Peasants Party, social 
democrats, and some were even former communists.  42   A good number of 
them, though not the majority, were legionaries (members of the Romanian 
fascist movement, the Iron Guard or the Legionary Movement); they did, 
however, tend to be the leaders of many of the most dangerous guerrilla 
groups, therefore enabling the government to portray the armed rebels 
as fascist enemies.  43   Armed with light weapons, mostly pistols, rifl es, gre-
nades and occasionally automatic weapons, the guerrillas may have had a 
modicum of military training due to many of them serving in the army 
during the Second World War. Most of their attacks were attempts at sabo-
tage, strikes against local communists and local party buildings or con-
frontations with the armed forces of the regime.  44   

 Ultimately, their fate was sealed by a combination of intelligence work 
from the authorities, involving the creation of an informative network in 
their areas, the use of torture and intimidation, infi ltrators and counter- 
gangs with surgical operations when the groups’ locations were discovered. 
Disillusionment and discouragement coupled with betrayal also accounted 
for the capture of rebels, some going down fi ghting, some taking their 
own lives while many others ending before a fi ring squad or spending long 
years in labour camps and prisons.  45   

 To a large degree, this image is accurate and one has to partially agree 
with Dorin Dobrincu’s assessment: “Romanian anti-communist armed 
resistance was mostly a fi ght for survival rather than a fi ght for a vision. 
The phenomenon was more akin to pre-modern social banditry than with 
modern guerrilla movements”.  46   However, this view, relegating in a sense 
the Romanian guerrillas to the ranks of Eric Hobsbawm’s “primitive reb-
els”, needs to be amended, not only because the insurgents were strongly 
ideological in their anti-communist positions but also because the reality 
of their struggle and the government’s reaction to it was considerably 
more complex.  47   
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 Armed resistance to the communist rule was to spring from many direc-
tions and quarters, but despite the common sentiment, most of the groups 
were spontaneous and there never was a coordinated action. Elements of 
the Romanian general offi cers corps, under the command of General Aurel 
Aldea had tried in 1945–1946 to form a National Resistance Movement 
to oversee the disparate rebel groups and to organize an armed insurrec-
tion.  48   The action was short lived due to vigilant action of the communist- 
controlled intelligence services, and those connected with the National 
Resistance Movement were arrested in the summer of 1946. However, 
some isolated offi cers in units across the country came into contact with 
rebels and supported them with weapons and ammunition.  49   This, as well 
as the size and organization of some rebel groups in a sense justifi ed the 
disorientation of the intelligence agencies, which were still looking for a 
possible unifi ed command of the partisans as late as 1949.  50   

 The group around General Aldea had been in contact with intelligence 
agents of the British and American missions to Bucharest, which opens up 
the subject of the foreign involvement in anti-communist armed resistance 
in Romania. 

 Quite unsurprisingly, the fi rst foreign power who fought the new regime 
in Bucharest had been Nazi Germany in the fi nal months of the Second 
World War. Immediately after 23 August 1944, Berlin released from the 
internment camps the thousands of members of the legionary movement 
who were kept in Germany since their failed attempt to wrest power from 
Ion Antonescu in January 1941.  51   Forming a fascist government in exile 
based in Vienna and placed under the leadership of legionary leader Horia 
Sima, the Nazis initiated a program of training crack teams of legionary 
paratroopers. Groups of 6–8 men received guerrilla, sabotage and radio- 
communication training at a special warfare school in Austria and were 
inserted by special air missions in mountainous regions of the country in 
the winter of 1944–1945.  52   Imprecise air-drops, adverse weather condi-
tions, poor training and bad morale compromised most of these missions 
more than any action taken by government forces against them. The mis-
sions ended in nearly complete failure, with surviving legionaries surender-
ing or being quickly captured. Very few were able to hide themselves and 
join local guerrillas, and virtually no sabotage actions were attempted.  53   

 For a much longer period, into the 1950s, Western intelligence tried to 
contact and help subversive and armed groups working against the author-
ities in Bucharest.  54   The British Intelligence Service used former police-
men to gather information and contact rebel groups in Moldova.  55   The 
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American OSS mission to Bucharest, led by the Frank Wisner who would 
eventually rise to lead the CIA’s National Clandestine Service, moved as 
soon as it arrived in early September 1944 to secure contacts among the 
political and military leaders who would pose a challenge to the Stalinist 
takeover of the country.  56   

 Perhaps the most successful of their actions was to effectively penetrate 
the Special Information Service ( Serviciul Special de Informații , SSI), the 
country’s main foreign intelligence service. Inside the SSI, offi cers who 
had coordinated information collection on the Eastern Front and were 
implacable enemies of the Soviet Union created a special covert unit. This 
unit, seemingly protected at the highest level by General Nicolae Rădescu, 
prime minister between November 1944 and March 1945, passed infor-
mation to the American OSS and was bent on helping any anti-communist 
insurrection in the eventuality of open confl ict between the Western allies 
and Moscow.  57   However, the communist penetration of the service, coor-
dinated by Emil Bodnăraș, a GRU agent, led to the discovery and capture 
of this group.  58   American offi cers had also tried to directly contact some of 
the rebels. A document from an agent infi ltrated in a guerrilla group from 
Bukovina details the visit of an American lieutenant Hamilton to Vatra 
Dornei, his contacts and promises of help to the guerrillas, such as radio 
transmitters. The rebels would provide him with military plans regarding 
resistance.  59   The outcome of such contacts was, however, not positive, as 
this group was soon annihilated. 

 Once the Cold War had truly begun, the CIA organized paratrooper 
teams made up of Romanian exiles from Western Europe. Gordon Mason, 
chief of the CIA base in Bucharest from 1949 to 1951, endorsed the 
strategy. The agents were to cooperate with and convince the partisans 
to sabotage factories and railroads. In case of war, they were supposed to 
prompt the partisans to skirmish with the Soviet troops. The agents were 
recruited in refugee camps, trained in signals in Italy and given parachute 
lessons and practice in Germany. 

 In an action that highlights the failure of these missions, one such 
group was launched on 19 October 1951, in the Negoiu Mountains. The 
members were captured within a month and executed in 1952.  60   The 
story of other groups was similar. In 1951 near Brașov, a team of two was 
dropped and soon captured. On 2 October 1952 near Târgu Cărbunești 
in Oltenia, a two-member group was inserted and almost a year passed 
before they were captured. Another three agents were sent in June 1953 in 
the Apuseni Mountains; they were captured almost immediately, and an 
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attempt was made to use them as double agents. Another group of three 
agents was dropped in the Oradea-Satu Mare region; one was killed in a 
gunfi ght with the Securitate, while two others were captured and later 
executed.  61   Probably to deter such missions, the Romanian armed forces 
made public the introduction of night fi ghter jets at this time.  62   The pro-
gram thus ended in failure, spelling an end to direct Western action against 
communism in Romania. While in some cases, such as in Albania or Soviet 
Armenia, the infi ltration of British-trained spies and guerrillas was ham-
pered by the information coming from double agents such as Kim Philby, 
there is no evidence of this in the Romanian case. The documents available 
so far do not hint to operational intelligence coming from the Soviets. 

 Moving towards a description of the actual partisan groups, one has to 
emphasize again their disconnect from each other, their small size and lim-
ited fi ghting capacity, as well as their tendencies to live in close proximity 
to the region of origin of many members of their group. Few were urban- 
based, and those who were aimed mostly to leave the country through 
the force of arms rather than challenge the authorities permanently. A 
1972 Securitate analysis mentions that, in 1949, some rebels tried to 
leave the country by hijacking planes. One of the actions failed, another 
succeeded in December, with four air pirates boarding an internal fl ight, 
shooting the armed agent on board and forcing the crew to redirect the 
aircraft to Belgrade in Yugoslavia. In 1950 and 1954, two large groups, 
one of 17 and one of 20 also tried to hijack airplanes. The fi rst group was 
arrested before boarding. The second group managed to board the plane 
and kill the guard but was unable to force open the door to the cockpit; 
the pilot managed an emergency landing, leading to the capture of all the 
hijackers.  63   

 Most of the rural groups were based in mountainous, heavily forested 
and diffi cult terrain. Some of guerrillas led extremely isolated lives, either 
completely alone or with few others in mountain huts, subsisting on small 
game and a few provisions that could be procured from the villages. These 
supplies were so important that, in some cases, the authorities tried to 
cut the food supply of the guerrillas by evacuating all isolated households 
from the mountains and trying to force their opponents to seek closer 
contact with the villages.  64   Others were kept in hiding in the isolated 
homes of friendly villagers; they were in comparatively better conditions 
but under constant threat of discovery.  65   It is no surprise that regions 
such as Bukovina, the Apuseni and the Făgăraș mountains, the area of 
Maramureș or the forests of the Banat were the main hotbeds of armed 
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resistance against Romanian communism. It is, in a sense, more interest-
ing to note that areas with less inviting terrain for guerrilla actions—such 
as the hilly Dobrogea and central Transylvania, the plains to the north 
of Bucharest or those of Oltenia—were also home to some of the rebels. 
However, a number of these groups would fall in the category of sub-
versive factions, with many choosing to foment rebellion by distributing 
manifestos instead of pursuing military action.  66   

 The subversive groups, as the Securitate documents called them, were 
often made of former militants from the National Liberal and National 
Peasant parties and their youth organizations, sometimes in alliance with 
legionaries and willing to plan for insurrection, conduct propaganda and 
disrupt elections by attacking communist representatives.  67   Other groups, 
never mounting any signifi cant action against the authorities, cannot 
be counted among the rebels, despite their opposition to the regime.  68   
Among them were, for instance, the 20 high school students in the town 
of Făgăraș who were alleged to be members of the legionary organization 
 Frățiile de cruce  (Brotherhoods of the cross). They were all students at the 
Radu Negru High School, the place where the leader of the Legionary 
Movement Horia Sima (1906–1993) fi nished his secondary studies.  69   

 Nevertheless, a number of them were armed and willing to attack 
communist authority fi gures or defend themselves against those bent on 
capturing them. In some cases, these attacks were brazen, violent and 
extremely spectacular. For instance, a group operating in the Southwest of 
the country (the region of Mehedinți) attacked the local party authorities 
in July 1949 during a local ball, shooting and killing a party member who 
had previously given speeches against the opponents of the regime. To 
cover their retreat, they threw grenades at the partygoers, wounding six 
people. Two months before, the same guerrillas shot a local president of 
Frontul Plugarilor (an agrarian party affi liated to the communists).  70   On 
the night of 4 August, these partisans tried to set fi re to the ammunition 
depot of the local Border Guards Regiment but were stopped by vigilant 
sentries.  71   Just three weeks later, on the night of 25 August, the guer-
rillas kidnapped two party members in the village of Titerlești and took 
them to the mountains. They were both beaten, one of them to death. 
The rebels also ambushed three Militia offi cers who came to the rescue 
of the party members; two were captured, interrogated and released.  72   
Other guerrillas, operating in the nearby Banat, gained fame through 
the much- publicized murder of Lazăr Cernescu (“Lazăr de la Rusca” in 
subsequent communist propaganda and literary works). Cernescu, a local 
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party  activist, had served as an informer for the Securitate and was cap-
tured by the partisans near Domașnea on 8 November 1948. Dragged 
into the woods, he was executed, his body being discovered only months 
afterwards.  73   

 In the opposite corner of the country, Bukovina, partisans trained in the 
special guerrilla schools established by the Germans in the summer months 
of 1944, mounted brazen attacks and raids for a number of years against 
Romanian communist troops and authorities and over the border, inside the 
Soviet Union itself. For instance, during their fi ght against the Red Army, 
the group led by Vladimir Macoveiciuc allegedly killed 61 Soviet soldiers.  74   
Another strong group led by Silvestru Harsmei consisted of up to 12 gue-
rilla refugees from Soviet-occupied Bukovina. They operated in 1949 in the 
same forested, mountainous terrain between Romania and Soviet Bukovina 
as Macoveiciuc, attacking border guards’s posts and taking their weapons.  75   
The area was really hard to control both by the Romanian and Soviet gov-
ernments. This is emphasized, for instance, by a 1949 two-week long raid 
in Romania by a group of Ukrainian rebels of the UPA.  76   

 However, the picture would not be complete if one would not recog-
nize that some of these groups were of a particularly nefarious nature. In 
the months after 23 August 1944, former army offi cer Gavrilă Olteanu led 
a paramilitary militia calling themselves the “Iuliu Maniu Guards”, after 
the name of a prominent Transylvanian political leader, a former prime- 
minister of the country. This group was guilty of the systematic murder 
of Hungarian civilians in the aftermath of the retreat of German and 
Hungarian forces from central Transylvania.  77   Baptized “Avram Iancu’s 
Haiduks” in 1945, they wanted to continue their fi ght against the internal 
foes, among whom they numbered the communists and, quite unsurpris-
ingly given the connections of many of their members with the legionary 
movement, the Romanian Jews.  78   

 Some of the groups who claimed to be politically motivated guerrillas 
were little more than highway robbers. A Bukovinian group used to rob 
intercity buses in 1949. The political aspect of this group was highlighted 
by the confi scation of party membership cards from the travelers they 
robbed. The previously mentioned guerrillas led by Silverstru Harsmei also 
robbed stores in Romania and the Soviet Union.  79   In western Romania, 
the group led by Teodor Șușman, undoubtedly a politically motivated 
rebel, also robbed local forestry industry offi ces, state businesses and 
 agricultural cooperatives. These partisans were not shy in kidnapping their 
personal enemies from their homes and murdering them in the woods.  80   
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 In the same region, the Apuseni Mountains, the guerrillas led by for-
mer Army Major Nicolae Dabija robbed the Tax Offi ce in Teiuș on 22 
December 1948, shooting the manager in the head. This was prompted 
by the need to get money to pay for food and weapons, as the local peas-
ants were not enthusiastic about supporting the group for free.  81   This half-
way course between banditry and political action was also a characteristic 
in some of the rebel groups from Maramureș, who mounted small actions 
between March and June 1949, threatening members of the communist- 
affi liated political parties, stealing weapons and clothes in non-violent 
armed robberies.  82   

 The anti-communist armed resistance in post-war Romania was thus 
a complex phenomenon, led by various groups of different strengths, 
composition, ability and willingness to wage armed struggle. The follow-
ing two chapters of this book examine the governmental responses to the 
challenges posed by the guerrillas, starting with an analysis of intelligence 
operations and continuing with military operations and population con-
trol through deportations.  
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    CHAPTER 4   

    Abstract     This chapter is concerned with intelligence and intelligence 
operations against the Romanian anti-communist partisans. It engages 
with the organization of intelligence and law enforcement agencies 
involved in anti-partisan operations, and it includes a section on Soviet 
involvement in the matter. The core of this chapter is a discussion and 
analysis of: the use of informers; creation of informant networks; inter-
rogations; the use of torture; infi ltration; the role of technology; and the 
effectiveness of these methods.  

  Keywords     Infi ltration   •   Informant networks   •   Intelligence agencies   • 
  Intelligence operations   •   Intelligence organization   •   Interrogation   • 
  Torture  

       The following chapter details intelligence and intelligence operations in the 
campaign against anti-communist partisans in Romania. This and the fol-
lowing chapter on military operations and population control rely almost 
entirely on primary source documents, thus being fi rmly anchored in a 
historical methodology. The raw data provides a more in-depth approach, 
allowing a closer understanding of the realities of anti-partisan warfare. At 
the same time, the reader might feel that the events and groups discussed 
in the following pages are random.  1   However, this is mostly due to the 
small scale, scattered nature of the Romanian rebel groups, which led to a 
fragmented response from the authorities. 

 Intelligence and Intelligence Operations                     



 Romanian counterinsurgency was, much like its Soviet correspondent, 
the province of the intelligence services of the communist regime. There 
is virtually no trace of involvement of regular Romanian army units in 
dealing with the partisans, except for the very limited role, in 1945–1946, 
played by the army intelligence branch. There can be many explanations 
for this fact, ranging from the uncertainty that the political leaders had 
concerning the loyalty of the army, which was continuously purged of 
“bourgeois” elements for a decade after 1944 to the fact that army units 
were simply too large to be used effectively against the partisans. 

 However, a more powerful argument is that the intelligence services 
were much better equipped to deal with the problem. Moreover, after 
their takeover by communist agents, the party could be assured of their 
loyalty. A few main agencies were involved in the fi ght against the anti- 
communist rebels immediately after 1944. The most prominent of these 
was, in the early years,  Siguranța Statului  (State Security), the main inter-
nal intelligence agency of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Kingdom 
of Romania for many decades. Its role was mainly intelligence gathering 
and had to resort to police and the gendarmes when it wanted to move 
against a particular target. The intelligence service of the Prime Minister, 
 Serviciul Special de Informații  (SSI) operated as a dual foreign and inter-
nal espionage agency, boasting 1083 employees, 44 information centres 
in Romania and 26 foreign residences in 1944.  2   It was instrumental in the 
fi rst years of communist rule in dismantling subversive groups, especially 
those gathering political or military leaders.  3   The regular police, renamed 
in 1949 in Soviet fashion  Miliția  (Militia), was always a militarized force 
in Romania and had intelligence-gathering abilities and missions at a local 
level. It was always used as support to more seasoned troops or in a main 
strike role when there was no time to summon reinforcements. The local 
gendarmes played a similar role, and their tradition of working in villages 
enabled them to be among the best informed concerning the moves of 
the partisans.  4   They also had a tactical strike role, which is highlighted by 
the fact that in October 1945, 36 “intervention platoons” were formed by 
the Gendarmerie to tackle the problem of armed rebel groups. Also work-
ing against subversive groups was the Detective Corps under Alexandru 
Nicolschi, a Soviet agent; operating within it was a strike force designated 
as Mobile Brigade.  5   

 Except for the Militia, the other agencies were all merged into  Direcția 
Generală a Securității Poporului  (General Directorate of People’s Security, 
Securitate), an organ of the Ministry of Internal Affairs created on 30 
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August 1948; some merged immediately, some signifi cantly later, like the 
SSI, which was not wholly absorbed until 1951. From then until the cap-
ture of the last armed rebels in the late 1950s and the early 1960s, the 
Securitate played the main role, aided in its tactical missions by the Militia. 
The most important elements in this fi ght were always the local and 
regional offi ces of the Securitate, with the central command being rarely 
involved in the actual campaigns against the partisans. The central leader-
ship did indeed provide general guidance, approved some of the larger ini-
tiatives and sent offi cers to inquire where ineffi ciencies and wrongdoings 
were signalled, but overall the level of responsibility and action was almost 
always local or regional.  6   

 The level of threat was not considered to be high enough to necessitate 
an overall command, and in 1952 a special structure, the “Gangs” Service 
was created within Securitate’s 3rd Division, under Lt. Col. Pavel Aranici.  7   
Even after this coordination service was created, the action remained 
mostly local. There were good reasons for this, some related to the weak-
ness of the rebels, but the main reason was because of the strength of the 
counterinsurgents. In terms of the information network, the Securitate 
had 42,187 informers as early as 1948.  8   

 In terms of strength, Securitate was heavily armed and manned in com-
parison with the partisans, being able to use entire companies and even 
combined forces of multiple battalions in large-scale operations. It may 
not have boasted the 165,000 troops, its own artillery and aviation attrib-
uted to it by exiled observers, but it was overwhelmingly strong in rela-
tion to its armed opponents.  9   In addition to that, it was always able to 
coordinate its actions between regional units hunting the same guerrillas 
and elicit the help of the Militia in the process. In the Mehedinți area, 
for instance, where the strong partisans led by former army Colonel Ion 
Uță were operating, such cooperation was instrumental in fi nally defeat-
ing them.  10   

 A legitimate question that arises in the case of a country occupied 
at the end of the Second World War by the USSR, which maintained a 
force of at least two Red Army divisions on its territory until 1958, was 
what role did the Soviet Union play in Romanian counterinsurgency? As 
discussed earlier, simultaneously with the Romanian campaign, Moscow 
was fi ghting a much larger counterinsurgency in its western borderlands, 
Ukraine, the Baltic States and Polish territories. Indeed, the cooperation 
against the rebels sometimes preceded the establishment of formal rela-
tions between Romania and the USSR. This was the case in Bukovina, 
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where elements of anti-Soviet partisans emerged even before 23 August 
1944. As early as 12 September 1944, Romanian authorities were coop-
erating with the  Narodnyi Komissariat Vnutrennikh Del   (People’s 
Commissariat for Internal Affairs)  NKVD against guerrillas, surren-
dering them to the Soviet army.  11   One would, therefore, legitimately 
expect Soviet involvement in Romanian COIN in the following years; 
interestingly, this was not necessarily the case. 

 Indirect involvement, through the control of the party and the Securitate 
leadership, was evident. The members of the “external group” of the PCR/
PMR are widely considered to have been Soviet agents. Emil Bodnăraș, in 
charge of Romanian intelligence since late 1944, was an agent of  Glavnoe 
Razvedîvatel ' noe Upravlenie  (GRU, Soviet Military Intelligence) since the 
1930s. Gheorghe Pintilie, the head of the Securitate from 1948 to 1963, 
was an NKVD agent.  12   To illustrate the degree of control and infi ltration of 
Soviet agents, one need look no further than Gheorghe Pintilie’s wife, Ana 
Toma, herself an NKVD agent. Ana Toma was fi rst the wife of Sorin Toma, 
editor in chief of the party’s offi cial daily magazine  Scânteia , and afterwards 
the romantic interest of Constantin Pârvulescu, number three in the party 
in 1944.  13   In addition to that, the intelligence services were staffed with 
many offi cers with dual citizenship and allegiance, Romanian and Soviet.  14   

 But in addition to this indirect infl uence, the Soviet Union had, 
through its advisors placed inside the Romanian intelligence agencies, 
a direct measure of infl uence on anti-partisan activity. The chief Soviet 
intelligence offi cial in Romania between 1944 and 1947 was Dmitri 
Georgievici Fedicikin, a main representative of the Foreign Intelligence 
Division (INU) of the NKGB. After the founding of the Securitate, he was 
succeeded by Alexandr Saharovski (1949–1953), who in 1956 became 
chief of the First Main Directorate of the KGB.  15   One source asserts that 
Saharovski was sent together with another agent, Patrakeev, following a 
letter from the Romanian authorities specifi cally requesting help in the 
struggle against the armed groups.  16   

 Until the historians are fully able to access the archives of the Soviet 
intelligence services, it will be hard to provide a defi nitive assessment 
of the impact of the advisors on the conduct of anti-partisan operations 
in Romania. Some analysts have noted that their traces are few, even in 
the Romanian primary sources, due to the fact that they destroyed the 
documents before leaving.  17   Memoirs of high-ranking Securitate offi cers 
are fairly silent on the topic, mainly acknowledging the “good advice” 
received from the Soviet agents.  18   
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 Primary sources, though, speak of a local involvement of advisors 
detached with regional units. In the summer of 1945, a document from 
Transylvania describes the contact and collaboration between the head of 
Năsăud Gendarmerie and an NKVD captain and delegate for the region 
in apprehending suspected rebels. The Soviet Captain was ordering the 
arrest of persons and seemed to have more information than his Romanian 
counterpart.  19   Later on in the year, the Soviets were showing interest in 
the organization led by Gavrilă Olteanu (the Haiduks) and were keen 
to interfere.  20   In some cases, local authorities valued the cooperation of 
their Soviet colleagues. For instance, the local intelligence offi cials from 
Botoșani asked Bucharest to convince Soviet partners to keep Major 
Tarasov, a Soviet offi cer, in the area for his knowledge and abilities in the 
problem of the Haiduks.  21   However, as previously mentioned, the docu-
ments at our disposal do not provide a full picture in this regard, and the 
role of the Soviet advisors in relation to Romanian counterinsurgency can-
not be fully understood at the moment. 

 Written rebel communications over long distances were made impos-
sible early on through a vastly developed system of censorship of cor-
respondence. In the mid-1950s, the “F” Division of the Securitate was 
entirely dedicated to the purpose of controlling correspondence. In April 
1956, for instance, this Division had 277 employees.  22   This is one of the 
few instances when advanced technological means were used against the 
rebel groups. In an earlier stage of anti-rebel operations, listening and 
photography equipment had been installed in the house of General Aldea 
as he was trying to organize the previously mentioned National Resistance 
Movement.  23   But these means were quite sophisticated and after the elimi-
nation of urban resistance were no longer employed directly, for lack of 
targets. 

 Therefore, as the Romanian partisans were mostly small, scattered 
groups dwelling in forested areas and being nearly completely dependent 
upon the local communities for food and often shelter, the main approach 
of the authorities was to create powerful local information networks. 
These networks were the backbone of a strategy that called for the uncov-
ering of the whole structure of the local rebel organization. Through the 
use of informers, local Militia and Securitate offi cers were supposed to 
uncover the identities of the guerrillas and their helpers, penetrate these 
groups and create the conditions for mounting swift and decisive blows 
to arrest and destroy the entire rebel group.  24   These information net-
works varied greatly in numbers and the complexity of their operations. 
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Against  subversive groups operating in urban settings, such as those of 
anti- communist university students, one intelligence offi cer could control 
an entire operation with just two informers per faculty.  25   In rural settings, 
where partisans were particularly strong and dangerous, dozens of inform-
ers were needed.  26   

 By 1949, the central Securitate command was dissuading local com-
manders from using large numbers of troops for dealing with insurgents. 
Instead, they were ordered to seriously double-check all intelligence, create 
an information network among the relatives of the maquis, get the sup-
port of poor peasants for their actions, recruit shepherds, forest workers and 
local guards as informers and cooperate with the Militia (without revealing 
sensitive information to it).  27   When this proceeded smoothly, the task of the 
authorities was easy, such as in the 1949 action in Maramureș when, tipped 
off by an informer, a Securitate offi cer and two Militia soldiers arrested an 
armed rebel in Săliște in the house of his host without any resistance.  28   

 The payoff was great in the case of some of the teams sent by the CIA, 
for instance, in the arrest of a group of three foreign-trained paratroopers 
in the region of Beiuș in the Apuseni Mountains in late April 1953. The 
group, made up of locals who had left for the West a few years before, was 
captured not through the massive combing of the mountains and forests 
that followed the report of landings but through informative action. A 
Securitate informer who was a friend of the family of one of the paratroop-
ers identifi ed by intelligence as a possible returned insurgent was able, 
through multiple conversations with the parents of the rebel, to make 
them reveal his return. The Securitate arrested the three paratroopers and 
spread the rumor that they were never able to capture them, in order to 
“turn” them and relay through them false information to the CIA.  29   

 In time, the composition of the informant networks became larger and 
larger. Against the guerrillas led by Silvestru Harsmei, the authorities cre-
ated networks of informers among the categories suspected to be helpers 
of the group, especially relatives, former convicts, lovers, potential lovers 
and persons employed in jobs involving work in the forests. Patrols and 
checkpoints were also initiated; undercover Militia offi cers were infi ltrated 
as workers in the stores that might sell goods to the partisans.  30   By the end 
of anti-partisan operations in the early 1960s, the Securitate had, accord-
ing to its own estimations, 500,000 informers.  31   While obviously most of 
them had nothing to do with anti-guerrilla operations, the number gives 
a dimension of the seriousness put into extracting intelligence from the 
population. 
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 This approach did not always come naturally. Like in many counter-
insurgencies, the emphasis on building an informant network came after 
the frustration caused by conventional military approaches. In addition to 
the regular patrols and sweeps, in some cases the Securitate offi cers had 
to literally dig for information. In a testimony from 1973, Major General 
Pavel Costandache recalled how, for the capture of the “Arsenescu gang”, 
three undercover Securitate offi cers dug a tunnel during the night to 
approach a safehouse without being detected and gather information on 
the group.  32   These actions had extremely limited success and called for 
different approaches. For instance, in Bukovina the frustration with the 
capture of just one rebel in months of searches led the authorities to call 
for a strategy with less emphasis on ambushes and wide operations, which 
seldom worked, but with more attention to information and the recruit-
ment of informers.  33   

 Torture played a signifi cant part in extracting intelligence. The relatives 
and friends of the known rebels were especially exposed to extremely cruel 
treatments at the hands of the interrogators, both to instill fear in the guer-
rillas and compel them to surrender and to extract information as soon as 
possible. A signifi cant, though yet unknown number of those subjected 
to these treatments perished at the hands of the interrogators. Sometimes 
torture did yield immediate and spectacular results, such as in the case of 
the partisans led by Gligor Cantemir in the county of Arad, where tor-
ture was applied systematically to those suspected of being his contacts. 
Information thus extracted led not only to the arrest of Cantemir, a prom-
inent legionary who had been part of the teams parachuted by Germans 
after August 1944, but also to the capture of other 70 legionaries affi liated 
with him and suspected of entertaining rebellious actions.  34   

 This procedure was, of course, completely illegal, as admitted by inter-
nal investigations during the late 1960s, when the political winds had 
changed and the ranks of the secret service were purged.  35   While some 
might object to the use of term “illegal” when discussing the deeds of 
intelligence agencies of dictatorships, historical examples seem to point 
out that when these regimes last a long time, legal concerns come back 
to the fore, if only for internal power plays. One could also emphasize the 
fact that in present-day Romania, surviving members of Securitate were 
and are prosecuted for their crimes against political prisoners and parti-
sans, using the law existing at the time of their actions.  36   

 Poor professional training of the Securitate offi cers often led to the 
alienation of informers, their exposure as agents or simply to the collection 
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of useless intelligence.  37   This led to an extremely slow pace of fi nding any-
thing about the rebels and explains why some groups lasted for so long.  38   

 An interesting example of the organization and functioning of informa-
tion networks is the case of anti-partisan operations in southwest Romania 
between 1948 and 1951. Despite the fact that most of the inhabitants 
were not sympathetic to the authorities and refused to volunteer informa-
tion, there were local informers who had identifi ed armed groups of up 
to fi ve guerrillas patrolling the mountains, dealing with local shepherds 
and trying to obtain information and recruits.  39   Among the best inform-
ers were women and children, who provided regular and accurate details 
of their spotting of and meeting with partisans. They also revealed that 
guerrillas were receiving food from local peasants and transporting them 
to their mountain hideouts using horses.  40   These reports were combined 
by the intelligence offi cers with the results of their surveillance of a large 
group of relatives of the known partisans. Another category of locals under 
close supervision was widows and women of “loose morals” supposed to 
be frequented by the partisans.  41   

 Betrayal played a great part in the elimination of some rebel groups. As 
information came directly from an inner source, it was much easier for the 
governmental forces to locate the guerrillas. For instance, two members 
of the Gavrilă group from the Făgăraș Mountains who managed to escape 
pursuit at the beginning of December 1950 were hiding in a village in 
the Timișoara Region (Pădureni). Betrayed by one of the locals whom 
they approached, the partisans were attacked in their hideout by a six- 
man squad of the local Militia who shot them both dead, but not before 
they managed to kill the team leader. Those who harbored them were 
arrested.  42   The betrayal of the hosts led to the downfall of many in the 
Apuseni-based rebel group of Major Dabija, surprised in their hideouts 
and killed in gun-battles with the Securitate.  43   

 Perhaps the riskiest approach that the Romanian communist forces 
took when dealing with the partisans was infi ltration, the placing of an 
agent working for the government within a particular guerrilla group. It is 
interesting to note that, despite the certainty of risk, the payoffs were esti-
mated to be so great that the tactic was consistently used in a wide variety 
of regions and against both rural and urban armed or subversive groups. 
Ideally, a covert agent who might or might not have been an intelligence 
offi cer was tasked to approach individuals within the support network of a 
partisan group, declaring their willingness to help the guerrillas or be one 
of them. Once inside the network or after being accepted in the armed 
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group, the agent would identify its members, discover their hideouts and 
their strengths and make all efforts to attract the guerrilla into traps and 
ambushes organized by local governmental forces. When agents were 
allowed enough time, they could provide a wealth of information, such 
as those operating in the armed groups from Dobrogea, who were giving 
extremely detailed reports on the composition and actions of the rebels.  44   
The following examples highlight the variety of infi ltration actions and 
detail success and failure. 

 Infi ltration was employed as soon as anti-governmental groups and 
structures were identifi ed after 1945. The “Haiduks” of Gavrilă Olteanu 
were infi ltrated early on by agent “A. Roman”, who was in reality SSI 
Captain Nicolae Dumitrescu; using his position as liaison between the 
group and General Aurel Aldea, who was a leader of the National Resistance 
Movement, the agent sent numerous and detailed reports on the orga-
nization for almost a year.  45   Agent “Iancu”, working for the Siguranță, 
was infi ltrated in the Bucharest chapter of the “Haiduks”, reporting on 
their meetings and contacts.  46   When both the Haiduks and the National 
Resistance Movement were destroyed through mass arrests in late May 
1946, agent Roman was also imprisoned with his contacts and acted as an 
undercover agent in jail.  47   

 In the same period, intelligence offi cers were infi ltrated among the 
anti-communist offi cers of the Sinaia-based Mountain Battalion and were 
reporting that, in collusion with offi cers of the British Military Mission, 
the pro-rebel offi cers of this unit were stockpiling weapons and preparing 
the organization of guerrilla groups to trap Soviet units to the West of the 
Carpathians in case war broke out. Although the plot had been discovered 
by leaked information in November 1945, the agent that destroyed the 
group was infi ltrated only in May 1946. As a reserve offi cer in this unit, he 
already had the trust of the offi cers. The agent uncovered the structure of 
the organization and its links to other units and the Royal Guard Battalion 
in Bucharest.  48   

 The elimination of the group led by the brothers Paragină from the 
Vrancea Mountains in the night of 18 October 1949, was accomplished 
through the infi ltration of a Securitate informer and a Securitate under-
cover sergeant major. It took months to get the two into the gang, as 
initially they had to be portrayed in the local community as runaways 
and political opponents of the communists. They were verifi ed by the 
 insurgents through moving them repeatedly from trusted person to 
trusted person, through interrogatories, and even mock executions. After 
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weeks of trials they were accepted in the group and taken to the mountain 
camps, where the group mustered 18 fi ghters, mostly former intellectuals 
and petty bourgeois. The insurgents would collect taxes from the villages 
nearby, mount attacks on isolated police and party offi cials and conduct 
anti-communist propaganda. After gaining the confi dence of the leaders 
of the group, the undercover Securitate agents were able to relay infor-
mation as to the group’s location. The guerrillas were surrounded and 
captured without resistance.  49   

 The destruction of Traian Cristea’s group in 1956 was also achieved 
through infi ltration. Operating against local offi cials in the Răcari region, 
just a few kilometers to the northwest of Bucharest, the group was made 
of seven members and was housed by former elements of the rural bour-
geoisie. The Bucharest Securitate used a turned agent, a student arrested 
for anti-communist activities. He became the lover of Traian Cristea’s sis-
ter and through her, after weeks of having his loyalty tested by the guer-
rillas, he became acquainted with the rebel who “recruited” him to write 
political manifestos. The entire rebel group was arrested without resis-
tance.  50   In 1957, “Action 29” was mounted against a legionary group 
from Dobrogea. The gang was infi ltrated by a former classmate of one of 
the members, a Securitate agent, who helped in the discovery of not only 
all the members of the group but also sympathizers from Galați, Brașov 
and București. All the rebels were arrested in 1959.  51   

 In the Apuseni, infi ltration was much sought after in the case of the 
group led by Major Dabija. The chosen infi ltrator paraded himself as an 
escaped convict and, after being accepted in the group, tried to place 
notices on the group activities in secret hideouts in trees.  52   However, the 
agent—retired army Lt. Col. Iancu Bocan found it impossible to send 
back information.  53   Colonel Bocan was a happy case despite his failure. 
For those whom the partisans discovered to be working against them, the 
fate was cruel. When the Bukovinian partisans of Vladimir Macoveiciuc 
learned that two police agents had been placed among them in December 
1945, they killed both of them with axes and then hacked them to 
pieces.  54   These discoveries happened either through accident, poor work 
of the covert agents or, in one particularly important case for intelligence 
work, when one of the agents was simply unreliable. During the sum-
mer of 1951, the Securitate attempted to infi ltrate four informers in 
the Northern Făgăraș group led by Ion Gavrilă, among them captured 
Bukovinian partisan Vasile Motrescu. Once inside the group, he revealed 
that the other three were traitors; the partisans executed the three on 14 
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September 1951.  55   Motrescu’s action was not unique. In December 1950, 
the Securitate arrested a member of the Șușman group from the county 
of Cluj and tried to turn him into an infi ltrated agent; however, when 
returned to the gang, he revealed his capture to his comrades.  56   

 Despite these failures, enough victories could be reported to vindicate 
those offi cers who thought infi ltration was worthwhile. Years after the 
previously mentioned incident concerning the Șușman group, in the sum-
mer of 1954, three of his partisans were discovered through the use, as 
informer, of the sister of two of them. One was killed; another was sen-
tenced to death and executed. The third member, a woman, was given 
a life sentence.  57   In the case of the Popșa group from Maramureș, the 
authorities penetrated both the support and propaganda network and 
the group itself. A legionary group from Sighet calling itself the “Young 
Nest”, whose members were planning on joining the local guerrillas, 
had been infi ltrated with an informer in November 1948, as soon as the 
Securitate found out about its existence. This allowed the authorities to 
place an agent within the partisans themselves in April 1949, and in just 
a few days, the information received led to two gunfi ghts, one involving 
a whole Securitate platoon on 1 May and the second on 2 May, when the 
group was surrounded and effectively destroyed.  58   

 In another case, a Securitate non-comissioned offi cer was infi ltrated in 
1950–1951 in the partisan group led by Andrei Ghivnici. He managed 
to single-handedly liquidate all of the rebels.  59   Securitate Major Grigore 
Mândruț infi ltrated the subversive group from the Cluj County led by 
Iosif Capotă; he had an important role in their capture.  60   

 A more complete story of a destruction through infi ltration can be told 
in relation to the “White Guard”, an organization led by Leonida Bodiu 
and operating in Bistrița-Năsăud. They referred to themselves as members 
of the National Christian League, and for some reason, the Securitate was 
calling them “White Guard”, which was an invented term for a supposed 
counter-gang operating in the area. 

 Leonida Bodiu, an army lieutenant, had been captured at Stalingrad 
and returned as a battalion commander in the Russian-organized “Tudor 
Vladimirescu” Division. Captured by the Germans in January 1945, he 
was contacted by legionary elements for a possible mission but he refused. 
He returned to the country in June 1946, and was tried for desertion. 
Not under arrest during his trial, he went underground when he heard he 
had been convicted to 25 years of hard labour. The organization formed 
around him was supposed to act only upon the eruption of a war between 
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the West and the Soviet Union. Cooperation between the Securitate and 
the army intelligence service in trying to infi ltrate the group with former 
military offi cers did not amount to much. In September 1948, an infor-
mation network coordinated both by Securitate and army intelligence was 
built up in the villages where the organization was known to be operating. 
Some of the army offi cers blew their own cover in the process by calling 
their sources to offi cial meetings in the local town halls. Acting on a care-
fully elaborated plan, 30 Securitate strike teams totalling 156 men went 
into action on the night of 13 February 1949 in four villages, arresting 
22 suspected members of the organization. However the mission was a 
failure, as 29 of those known to possess weapons escaped to the moun-
tains. Bodiu was eventually captured after a government agent infi ltrated 
the group. A former good friend of Bodiu, this agent lured him in a trap 
on 21 March 1949. In July, under the pretext of trying to escape while 
revealing the location of some weapons, Bodiu and two other members of 
the rebel group were shot and killed by the Securitate. Another 63 people 
were tried and convicted to prison terms for being members of or helping 
the rebel group.  61   

 The Romanian counterinsurgents also attempted the use of counter- 
gangs in the fi ght against the anti-communist rebels. This approach, 
which mirrors contemporary developments in the Soviet Union but also 
in Malaya, Indochina, Kenya and Algeria, features the formation of crack 
teams of intelligence offi cers operating in disguise as locals or trying to 
pass themselves off as rebels, in order to approach the real guerrillas, gain 
their confi dence and eventually attack and destroy them. 

 Early in the struggle, a counter-gang was used to destroy the previ-
ously mentioned Sinaia group of army offi cers plotting insurrection in the 
spring of 1946. After the infi ltrated agent had provided ample information 
concerning the composition, intentions and capabilities of the rebels, the 
authorities planned that a crack team of Siguranță offi cers in disguise as 
tourists would operate from a mountain cabin known to be frequented 
by the rebels, and another would make the arrests in Sinaia. Top priority 
was given to the discovery of weapons caches.  62   During the very success-
ful operation, 12 active and reserve offi cers were arrested, and two other 
runaway rebel offi cers who had been members of the National Resistance 
Movement were arrested. Two major supply depots were discovered, with 
tens of thousands of rounds, dozens of artillery shells, a hundred gre-
nades, 14 guns and two machine guns.  63   
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 In other instances, success was more problematic or was completely 
absent. In the fall of 1949, the Mehedinți local command authorized 
the formation of a counter-gang composed of 12 Militia offi cers who 
patrolled the area of partisan activity disguised as forest rangers. On 24 
September, they fell on three guerrillas, who managed to escape after a 
shootout.  64   Similarly problematic was the activity of counter-gangs in the 
region of Făgăraș. The Securitate “group Mandea” who managed to infi l-
trate the partisans led by Ion Gavrilă in 1952 was not even meant to act 
against them but against a similar partisan group on the south slopes of 
the Făgăraș Mountains.  65   Later in 1952, a counter-gang with offi cers dis-
guised as tourists were sent on their tracks, without much success, despite 
the fact that the guerrillas used to attack tourist cabins in the mountains.  66   

 However, failure did not dissuade the authorities from trying again, 
and there were instances when the approach was massively successful, 
especially in the later stages of the struggle. In the case of the remnants 
of the Leon Șușman group from the Apuseni, the counter-gang approach 
worked after both the informative network and the infi ltration approach 
had produced results. To wipe out the group in 1957, the Securitate used 
22 informers against them and intercepted the correspondence of the fam-
ily and close relatives. After successfully inserting an agent in the group, a 
team of 10 offi cers was placed in the area under the cover of being mem-
bers of a geological team; a company of Securitate troops stationed in the 
area supported the counter-gang. Through the infi ltrated agent, the offi -
cers found out about a meeting of the group in the house of one of their 
supporters and surrounded it. In the ensuing gunfi ght, one partisan was 
killed and three were wounded and captured; however, the commander of 
the Securitate team was also shot dead.  67   
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    CHAPTER 5   

    Abstract     Military operations and population control were essential for 
defeating Romanian partisans. The chapter discusses the military instru-
ment of the pro-Moscow regime and classic operations, such as patrol-
ling, checkpoints, cordoning, searches, informed strikes, ambushes, 
tactical assaults against entrenched positions, sweeps through forests 
and mountains, while providing an assessment of their relative effi ciency. 
The population control segment engages with censorship, the crushing 
of peasant revolts and especially with large-scale internal deportations 
of segments of population deemed by the government to be suspect or 
unreliable.  

  Keywords     Ambushes   •   Censorship   •   Deportations   •   Informed strikes   • 
  Military operations   •   Patrols   •   Population control  

         MILITARY OPERATIONS 
 As the Romanian counterinsurgents faced very mobile, lightly armed 
opponents who, above all, avoided openly challenging them, by neces-
sity some of the features experienced in contemporary COIN campaigns 
elsewhere were absent in this case.  1   The technological advantage that 
governments usually enjoy in COINs was insignifi cant after the defeat of 
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the urban subversive groups. Heavy artillery and aviation were not useful 
against the small partisan groups, who learned early on to move mostly at 
night and to make the best of the mountainous, forested areas in which 
the rebels tended to roam. 

 In only one case the partisans mounted an attack on a village with the 
intention to occupy it and use it as a liberated, safe permanent base, and 
immediately the authorities sent in heavy forces. In this case, a group from 
the Turda County led by air commodore Diamandi Ionescu occupied the 
village of Muntele Băișorii in August 1949, taking over the town hall, 
removing communist portraits and fl ags and burning documents. The 
representatives of the local authorities were sequestered in a house. Within 
hours, trucks of governmental troops with artillery made their way to the 
village, but the guerrillas managed to escape.  2   

 The small size of the opponents and the little danger they posed were 
the main causes why Romanian COIN was entirely conducted by the 
police and the intelligence agencies rather than the army. Despite this, 
as it will be shown in this chapter, there were cases when massive forces, 
ranging up to thousands of troops and multiple battalions were used in 
certain anti-partisan operations. 

 Usually, the teams who made the arrests when a rebel or subversive 
element had been identifi ed by intelligence and no signifi cant resistance 
was expected were quite small. Arrests took place at night. Initially made 
by a team of four; this was increased to six in 1949, and provisions were 
made for the reconnaissance of the target’s house before proceeding to 
the capture.  3   

 When miscalculations were made and small teams were sent, the deci-
sion could misfi re badly. The Macavei brothers, partisans working with 
Major Dabija in the Apuseni, proved particularly hard to capture. Resisting 
arrest for gold traffi cking, which was the reason for them joining the guer-
rillas, they wounded four gendarmes in July 1948. In October the same 
year, Alexandru Macavei killed two gendarmes who tried to arrest him.  4   
When resistance was anticipated or when the numbers of those expected 
to be captured was signifi cant, far larger formations were sent in. In the 
early 1950s, the Securitate sent a whole company to make arrests in the 
villages supporting the partisans led by Teodor Șușman.  5   In the sum-
mer of 1950, when villages to the north of Bucharest erupted in anti- 
collectivization riots, the government sent in a Securitate battalion and 
two additional companies for pacifi cation and arrests.  6   For the arrest of 
Iosif Capotă, the leader of a subversive group who was deemed to be armed 
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and  dangerous, an entire Securitate battalion surrounded the village of 
Brăișor on the night of 6 December 1957; an intervention team caught 
the target unawares and prevented him from taking poison.  7   

 These targeted actions, following a fl ux of intelligence, were the cul-
mination of more traditional approaches to dealing with partisans. These 
comprised, like in many other examples throughout history, patrols, 
checkpoints, searches and sweeps through the areas with guerrilla activ-
ity. When informant action produced little or no results in the case of the 
Bukovina-based partisans led by Constantin Cenușă in 1950, the regional 
Militia divided its forces at checkpoints, with 12 teams of three Militia 
NCOs blocking strategic points on the different routes assumed to be 
used by the partisans. The anti-partisan squads were armed with rifl es 
and some had hand grenades.  8   As this came to naught, in the fall of the 
same year the authorities decided on the manning of more ambush points 
on the mountain routes.  9   When fi xed solutions again disappointed, the 
Militia switched to mobile tactics, with patrols in three villages tasked with 
scouting the areas and watching the houses of those suspected to support 
the partisans.  10   

 Similar approaches were taken in April 1954 by the Operative Group 
Făgăraș, a task force specially formed to deal with the Gavrilă group, com-
bining the use of a counter-gang comprised of offi cers disguised as tourists 
with patrols and ambush groups, as well as sweeps through the forests.  11   
In 1948–1950 patrols were regularly mounted against partisans operating 
in the Vlădeasa Mountains, with very little success.  12   Sometimes, these 
tactics were reactive and hasty, such as the action of the Mehedinți Militia 
after the partisans had kidnapped and killed two local party leaders on 25 
August 1949. The Militia organized patrol, cordon and sweep operations 
involving well over 50 offi cers, again with no success.  13   

 However, the reason why patrols and checkpoints were never aban-
doned was that there were indeed cases when simple patrols and searches 
could score massive hits against the partisans, especially if government 
troops could call on support in case they stumbled upon their  opponents.  14   
In the summer of 1949, near the Crucea village in Dobrudja, during a 
routine patrol, the Militia chief of the village’s station and one Militia 
trooper were informed of a villager that was producing illegal alcohol. The 
search of his house revealed armed rebels, who opened fi re on the two 
Militia offi cers. After a prolonged chase, including gunfi ghts and horse-
back racing, the reinforcements came to the scene; they were made of 
other Militia offi cers and armed local communists, and the rebels were 
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pinned down. One of the fugitives was mortally shot, and the other two 
surrendered.  15   In the spring of the same year, checkpoints scored a big hit 
in southwestern Romania. After six guerrillas were identifi ed in the village 
of Izverna on 27 March, local Militia established watching posts. On 31 
March, three partisans were seen by watchmen and a gunfi ght erupted, 
leaving the guerrillas dead. The government’s forces were made up of 
seven Militia offi cers, seven forest rangers and three civilians.  16   

 Sweeps—involving the combing by a large number of troops of 
 relatively large and diffi cult areas, mostly forested and with many  possible 
 hideouts—were another feature of Romanian COIN. They could take place 
during daytime, but they were also employed during the night, such as the 
4:00 a.m. raid on Christmas night 1950 mounted by mixed Securitate–
Militia squads descending on objectives in the Bukovina  villages of Putna 
and Straja and searching the suspected houses for partisans.  17   Sweeps of 
company-sized Securitate forces were quite common, such as in the case 
of late August and early September 1952 when a battle group of these 
dimensions was dispatched against the Gavrilă group shepherd’ huts in 
the region of Făgăraș.  18   

 Large-scale operations were also mounted. More often than not, they 
were the product of the frustration of superior command after the rebels 
had escaped from engagements or were simply too stealthy or too well 
hidden. After the attack of Gavrilă’s partisans on a cabin on the Negoiu 
Mountain and a gunfi ght with a squad of four Securitate offi cers in early 
November 1953, a huge sweep through their areas was ordered. The 
authorities gathered no less than six Securitate battalions, an independent 
company and 50 specially trained dogs that combed the forests under 
the general command of the director of the Stalin (Brașov) Regional 
Securitate, colonel Ambruș.  19   In a similar operation tracking the scattered 
remains of the Teodor Șușman group, who had been defeated in a gun-
fi ght in July 1952, the Securitate used more than 2500 offi cers and troops 
as well as police dogs.  20   

 The previously mentioned operation of July 1952 followed a successful 
ambush, which was another preferred option of the government’s forces. 
A Securitate company who knew that they were going to cross a particu-
lar river surprised the Șușman partisans, numbering seven fi ghters. In the 
gunfi ght and the ensuing pursuit, two rebels were killed and the others 
scattered, never to form a combat unit again.  21   

 Ambushes were employed in Bukovina against the notoriously elusive 
guerrillas of Constantin Cenușă. In one particular case in 1950, 15 teams 
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of up to six Securitate offi cers were to guard the houses from where the 
partisans might be helped.  22   In this case they were unsuccessful, but the 
next year, a Militia squad in one of the ambush points captured partisan 
Vasile Motrescu.  23   Unlike the reactive sweeps, which seldom produced any 
results, ambushes mounted after previous contact had been made with the 
guerrillas could result in victory for the government’s forces. In a south-
western Romanian village on 13 May 1949, two armed partisans attacked 
a local Militia offi cer. The next night the Militia organized an ambush at 
the house of the brother of one of the guerrillas; the partisan appeared and 
died after a short gunfi ght with two Militia offi cers.  24   

 Perhaps the most successful operations were those mounted by the 
authorities whenever they possessed information regarding the location 
of armed rebels or their supporters. These “informed strikes” allowed 
the counterinsurgents to gather forces better suited to apprehend-
ing or subduing the guerrillas. Sometimes, the killing of the leader 
of the group in shootouts with the government’s forces was enough 
to destroy an entire group, like in the case of the group led by Vasile 
Cămăruţă, which operated between 1949 and 1950 in the Baia County 
in Moldova.  25   In other cases, such as that of the National Resistance 
Movement and the “Haiduks”, which had been thoroughly infi ltrated 
by government agents, coordinated strikes led to the destruction of the 
organizations through simultaneous arrests on 28 May 1946, which 
resulted in 30 members captured without resistance.  26   The following 
paragraphs present different “informed strikes” against the partisans 
and their outcome. 

 In 1949, the Securitate recruited an informer connected with some 
of the young members of the Popșa group operating in the region of 
Maramureș. He relayed the location of the group in a house of a local 
miller, and six Securitate and Militia agents were sent against them. The 
house was surrounded, and the rebels opened fi re on the government’s 
troops with automatic weapons and grenades. After a 30-minute gunfi ght, 
one rebel was killed, three captured and one managed to escape.  27   In the 
same year in Dobrogea, the Securitate used information from captured 
partisans to fi nd out about the hideout of another two members of the 
group in the village of Bătlăgești. After a gunfi ght with automatic weap-
ons and grenades, the two were captured.  28   In the Apuseni Mountains, 
the group led by Ștefan Popa was attacked by 200 Securitate troops from 
the Sibiu Battalion on 8 March 1949. Three partisans were killed and two 
captured.  29   
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 In 1950, there were a series of coordinated, informed strikes against the 
guerrillas operating in the Făgăraș Mountains. Tipped off by informers, a 
joint Securitate–Militia team of 29 men attacked the partisan group led by 
Ion Gavrilă in the village of Râușor during the night of 15 November. A 
serious gunfi ght resulted in the death of a Militia sergeant major, a politi-
cal offi cer who volunteered for the action; another NCO was seriously 
wounded, while four partisans were apprehended, one of them slightly 
wounded.  30   In a follow-up operation in the neighboring village of Părău, 
two other partisans armed with an automatic rifl e, a rifl e, a handgun and a 
grenade were surprised by the governmental troops, who shot and killed 
one of them and captured the other.  31   

 The next month, a particularly gruesome operation took place in the 
same region, which highlights many features of Securitate’s  modus ope-
randi . In order to capture one isolated partisan (Toma Pirău), the offi cers 
kidnapped his half-brother, who was blackmailed into revealing the loca-
tion of his kin. On December 18, he revealed the hideout of his brother, 
who was hiding in the house of an uncle. Again, a joint Securitate–Militia 
team of 20 men was formed and dispatched to the indicated place, which 
was completely surrounded. A squad of six men stormed the objective, 
fi nding only the uncle, who was compelled to take the team to the barn. 
The partisan, who was in the barn, opened fi re on the communist troops, 
killing a lieutenant. The entire detachment attacked the barn for an hour 
and a half, during which another NCO was mortally wounded. After the 
shooting stopped, unwilling to risk any more lives, the team dispatched 
the parents of the partisan in the barn, who confi rmed that their son was 
dead.  32   

 The Ion Gavrilă group was seriously weakened by “informed strikes” 
in the summer of 1954. On 6 August, two platoons discovered and sur-
rounded two members of the group who were killed in a gunfi ght; the 
troops had previous knowledge of their whereabouts and had been led 
through by guides. Almost two weeks later, a squad of eight Securitate 
troops, informed by two local shepherds, discovered and attacked two 
other partisans. One of them was presumably Ion Gavrilă, who managed 
to escape after mortally wounding a soldier. In this as well as in other 
actions, the technical limitations of the weapons of the government troops 
were obvious, some of them jamming after fi ring a few shots (and maybe 
also proving the stress or the lack of training of the soldiers).  33   The next 
day, 20 August, Gavrilă and four other guerrillas were surprised during a 
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sweeping operation through the forest. While the leader and three others 
were able to escape, partisan Ioan Iloiu was wounded and captured.  34    

   THE ELIMINATION OF REBEL GROUPS 
 Geographical features played a signifi cant part in the confl ict, more often 
than not being an advantage for the guerrillas. However, there were 
instances when the struggle was made particularly desperate for the parti-
sans by the confi guration of the terrain. The mostly legionary groups oper-
ating in Dobrogea, for instance, had to face the reality that their region 
was an operational zone of the Red Army after 1944, Constanța—the 
region’s centre and the most important maritime port of Romania hav-
ing the largest garrison of Soviet troops in the country. The geographical 
features—plains and very small, easily accessible mountains—meant that 
armed resistance was extremely diffi cult and that clashes with the govern-
ment’s forces were particularly lethal.  35   

 In one such instance, a future leader of the Romanian Foreign 
Intelligence Service, Nicolae Doicaru, made his name. Doicaru took part 
in person in the operation that led to the discovery and death of Gogu 
Puiu on 18 July 1949. An informer tipped off the Securitate concerning a 
meeting of rebels in the village of Cobadin. A team of offi cers fell on the 
village, arrested people suspected to be hosts, and one of them revealed 
the location of Puiu, the recognized leader of resistance in Dobrogea. 
After a fi erce gunfi ght in which he wounded an offi cer, the rebel escaped 
to another part of the village where he was again surrounded and eventu-
ally killed by a grenade explosion.  36   

 Sheer mental exhaustion led to the surrender of some guerrillas. 
Constantin Cenușă, who had avoided numerous attempts to capture him, 
negotiated his surrender and that of his last remaining partner in letters 
sent to local Securitate NCOs through a priest who acted as an interme-
diary.  37   The authorities were keen on fi nally apprehending them, so two 
informers, one a forestry worker and the other a forest guard, contacted 
the partisans and intermediated a meeting between the two partisans and 
three Militia NCOs who tried to persuade them to surrender. The partisans 
asked for a few days to collect their things and say goodbye to their wives, 
and they were granted their wishes, the Militia pulling out the squads that 
were guarding the mountain roads. On 30 August 1951, the two partisans 
surrendered to a team of seven Militia and Securitate offi cers.  38   
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 Informant action led to the collapse of a subversive group from 
Câmpulung Moldovenesc. The Group of “Young Partisans”, number-
ing 13 high school students, was formed in the early 1950s and armed 
themselves by stealing weapons and ammunition from the local hunt-
ing  association. Before mounting any attacks they were arrested by the 
Securitate in the summer of 1954.  39   Treason and the use of informers led 
to the destruction of an armed group called “King Michael’s Partisans—
the Secret Army” operating from 1948 to 1949 as a subversive organiza-
tion in the Cluj-Gherla-Turda area and, after that, as an armed resistance 
group in the area Gherla-Dej. Up to 150 people had joined the orga-
nization; some were leading a normal existence in their villages, being 
a support network for the armed guerrillas living in the forests. While 
the support network was discovered through treason, the armed partisans 
were apprehended through an informer, a neighbour of the leader of the 
group. Hunted down and forced to surrender on 8 October 1949, after 
the Securitate offi cers threatened to kill his brother, the leader of the reb-
els and his son were immediately taken to the woods, killed and buried on 
the spot.  40   

 The previously mentioned partisans led by Major Dabija were fi nally 
defeated through a mixture of intelligence work, conventional military 
operations and treason. In early March 1949, Securitate troops captured 
partisan Traian Ihuț, who testifi ed about the location and strength of 
the partisans on Muntele Mare. The local Securitate leadership decided 
to attack the partisans immediately. A joint Securitate–Militia wipe-out 
operation started in the morning of 4 March. A company of 80 troops 
from the Cluj Securitate Battalion and led by the commander of regional 
Securitate, Colonel Mihai Patriciu, charged the peak 1201 where two 
strongholds of the partisans were situated. A gunfi ght started at 6:20 a.m. 
and lasted for close to two hours, followed by hand-to-hand combat and 
the burning of the strongholds. The Securitate troops had three dead and 
three wounded, while 11 partisans were killed, including two females who 
were college students.  41   Major Dabija and two other partisans managed 
to escape this time. 

 The Securitate troops that led the assault had been divided into two 
platoons, the fi rst being guided by Traian Ihuț. The second platoon 
was disoriented, and during the fi ght, disobeyed orders and mistakenly 
fi red on the fi rst platoon. In a classic military operation, governmental 
troops used grenades to burn the strongholds and then fi red automatic 
rifl es at them. The location was not completely surrounded, and this is 
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why the three partisans, including Dabija, were able to escape.  42   Major 
Dabija was fi nally captured on 22 March, being betrayed by a local 
villager in whose barn he was sleeping. The informer brought three 
other villagers and a Militia offi cer, and together they caught Dabija in 
his sleep and brought him to the local Militia offi ce.  43   On 28 October 
1949, seven members of the group, including Major Nicolae Dabija 
were executed in Sibiu. In addition to them, the Securitate killed 13 
other members in April 1950, their deaths being recorded as due to 
pulmonary diseases.  44   

 The end of the group led by Teodor Șușman came very slowly and 
was a mixture of sheer desperation for the rebels and good, albeit pain-
fully slow informative work of the authorities. Teodor Șușman commit-
ted suicide while being hunted down by government troops in December 
1951. After a long and complex informative action, the last two members 
of the group, both of them Șușman’s sons, were discovered in a barn by 
Securitate troops on 2 February 1958. Unable to capture them and after 
an inconclusive two-hour gunfi ght, the governmental forces burned the 
barn down, resulting in the deaths of the two. To showcase the frustration 
of the authorities, at a following trial 17 people were convicted to long 
prison terms for having aided the group members.  45   

 Such trials were common in the case of partisans and their helpers. 
Massive reprisals were also something quite common. Previously men-
tioned rebels Iosif Capotă and Alexandru Dejeu, who had never mounted 
any armed attack, were sentenced to death and executed in Gherla on 2 
September 1958. Their helpers got sentences between eight years in jail 
and forced labour for life.  46   No less than 14 people who had belonged to 
Toma Arnăuțoiu’s group fi ghting in the Argeș County were executed in 
1959.  47   These executions were part of the vast process of destroying the 
political opposition of the PMR. It is estimated that between 1952 and 
1965, therefore excluding the violent years 1945–1951, there were 129 
death penalties for political opponents of which just 34 were legionaries. 
Seventy-fi ve sentences were carried out. In the same period 31,000 people 
were arrested and convicted for political crimes.  48   

 These legal actions had another, darker counterpart. As previously 
mentioned, the Securitate also carried illegal, summary executions of cap-
tured rebels. When the government troops re-occupied the village held for 
a few hours by the guerrillas led by Diamandi Ionescu, they shot as repri-
sals six villagers who had helped the rebels.  49   In Mehedinți, on the night 
of 28 March 1948, two persons arrested for destroying local telephone 
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networks were taken for a reconstitution, apparently tried to escape and 
were shot by their escort.  50   

 In August 1950, in one of the most egregious cases that eventually 
raised the suspicions of the central Securitate command, the commander 
of Turda Regional Securitate, frustrated by the inability of his  subordinates 
to fi nd local partisans, ordered the summary execution of three rich peas-
ants suspected of helping the guerrillas. Lying to his superiors about the 
murders, which he presented as deaths in gunfi ghts, the commander was 
questioned and severely reprimanded, not for killing innocents but for 
misrepresenting the truth.  51    

   POPULATION CONTROL, REVOLTS AND DEPORTATIONS 
 It is beyond the scope of this book to provide a full discussion of the 
broad series of measures and institutions devoted to population control 
in communist Romania. Firstly, like all Stalinist regimes, overt population 
control was at the heart of the process of socialist transformation. The fi rst 
two constitutions of the People’s Republic of Romania (proclaimed on 30 
December 1947) issued in 1948 and 1952 clearly stated that the country 
is a “dictatorship of the proletariat”. This entailed the subordination and 
control of all those who opposed or could oppose the working class. The 
PMR penetrated all structures of organized life, being not only territorial, 
and thus having representatives in all localities, but also occupational, and 
therefore having a separate chain of command in all state-run economic 
enterprises. In addition, the means of mass-communication were not only 
state-owned and operated but also directly put in the service of govern-
ment propaganda. The police and intelligence services operated under 
the control of the party, indirectly since their takeover in 1944–1945 and 
directly after 1947.  52   

 Secondly, it is quite diffi cult to distinguish whether some population 
control measures were specifi cally targeting the armed rebels or were just 
part of the larger process of bringing the whole country under the will of 
the party. For instance, the legionaries were under the special supervision 
of the Securitate even if they had no intention whatsoever to mount any 
specifi c anti-regime actions.  53   This surveillance continued for decades and 
extended towards the generation of their children, even though the tar-
gets did nothing more than tell stories of the past and sing songs about the 
long years spent in prisons and work camps.  54   In other instances, in areas 
where armed rebels were operating, local authorities had to reaffi rm their 
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power by destroying posters announcing that war with Western powers 
was imminent and Anglo-American paratroopers were bound to arrive 
within days.  55   In 1948, the party issued a list of 47 songs the popula-
tion was forbidden to sing, but this, like the other cases discussed in this 
 chapter, cannot be wholly interpreted as population control measures spe-
cifi cally targeting partisans.  56   

 Therefore, this section will focus on the large-scale measures for estab-
lishing population control over groups who had rioted against the regime 
or were considered bound to do so. The fi rst categories targeted for depor-
tation were peasants rioting against the collectivization of their property.  57   
While in early 1945 the communist government of Dr. Petru Groza tried 
to enlist the support of the poor farmers by completely dismantling the 
last remnants of large agricultural estates and redistributing land to the 
peasants, within four years the tables had turned. Led by Ana Pauker, 
the leader of the “external” group of the PMR, in the summer of 1949, 
the authorities initiated the collectivization of agriculture, following the 
well-tested Soviet pattern. The initial expectations were that thousands of 
collective farms, comprising millions of peasants would be formed within 
the next two years.  58   

 The peasants’ response to this policy meant a rude awakening for the 
authorities. Virtually everywhere collectivization was opposed, and in 
the areas with partisan activity, such as the counties of Arad and Bihor, 
organized armed revolts took place.  59   The Securitate identifi ed the 
“Independent Romania Organization” as a subversive group operating in 
the region of Bihor. Apparently the riots were organized by this group, 
with the date of 1 August 1949 set as the beginning of the rebellion. The 
“Vlad Țepeș II” Oradea-based group was also involved in the organization 
of the riots. This rebel organization had sympathizers and members infi l-
trated in the local Securitate and Militia battalions.  60   Even in the assess-
ment of the intelligence service, this denoted poor intelligence work of the 
Securitate, poor political leadership of the local Party organizations and 
ignorance of the legitimate demands of poor local peasants. As early as late 
July, crowds of between 300 and 600 people rioted in the county villages, 
attacking authorities and sometimes killing them. Local government and 
party offi ces were devastated, and documents concerning collectivization 
were burned.  61   

 To destroy resistance, the reaction was prompt and ruthless. Two special 
commands were organized, in Arad and Oradea. The troops were ordered 
to arrest between 10 and 15 rich peasant families from each rioting village. 
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The Oradea command received for this operation three Securitate battal-
ions and one Border Troops battalion. Arad Command had two Securitate 
and one Border Troops battalion and a Border Troops company. Securitate 
platoons and Militia offi cers were to move into  rioting villages, while other 
platoons would provide mobile patrols between the villages. The ensuing 
operation was brutal. On the night of 3 August, ten people were killed in 
the rioting villages, mostly executed while “trying to escape”. Their fami-
lies were rounded up the same night and deported by train the next morn-
ing.  62   In the four rioting villages in the county of Arad, 111 people were 
arrested. Altogether, 33 people were deported. Only, for this particular 
task, the authorities deployed 315 Militia troops and 65 Securitate agents 
(a ratio of over ten to one). The deported could take clothes, as much 
food as they could carry and different small household objects. Thirty-
nine offi cers guarded the train on its long way to Dobrogea, near the town 
of Medgidia, more than 500 kilometres away.  63   Overall, 12 peasants were 
executed in Arad and 16 in Oradea. Purging themselves, the authorities 
had two Securitate offi cers, a captain and a lieutenant, identifi ed as traitors 
for leaking information to the subversive groups.  64   

 The peasant revolts from Transylvania were far from unique. The next 
summer, when the collectivization process resumed, six Wallachian vil-
lages to the north of Bucharest rose up against the communists. A whole 
Securitate battalion and two additional companies were necessary to sub-
due the rebels.  65   During the riots, the government’s troops used deadly 
force, with one rebel killed and four others shot and wounded.  66   

 Following these incidents, it became governmental policy to combine 
brutal repression with deportations whenever the authorities believed 
peasants would oppose the creation of collective farms. In April 1950, 44 
people from the county of Bistrița were selected for deportation because 
they opposed the Romanian version of the kolkhozes.  67   Resistance in the 
county of Cluj seemed to be even stronger, as in the same month 145 peo-
ple from this area were to be deported.  68   In all of these cases the govern-
ment was able to impose its view. However, the powerful, violent reaction 
of many peasants against collectivization led to a slowing of the process and 
eventually its halt. In no small measure, the elimination of the “external” 
group of the Romanian communists, who all fell from power in 1952, was 
due to the perception that their policies were harmful towards the larger 
interests of the party. Indeed, in 1951–1952, during the height of repres-
sion of those resisting collectivization, in the whole country there were 
34,738 arrests and 439 public trials.  69   After the  mid-1950s and coupled  
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more strongly with industrialization, collectivization was restarted, albeit 
with less violence and at a much slower pace, eventually ending in 1962. 

 The lessons learned during this process led the Romanian communists 
to the belief that preventive action is needed whenever a certain segment 
of the population might be inclined to revolt or support partisan activity. 
Mass internal deportation was to play a central part from now on in deal-
ing with dangerous communities. 

 The most prominent of these took place in the early summer of 1951 
when 40,000 people were deported in the course of one day from the 
western region of Banat to the Bărăgan, a large barren area in the east of 
the country, close to the Danube. Some of the deportees had been forcibly 
moved a number of times before. Romanians from Bessarabia were moved 
to Banat then deported to Bărăgan. Aromanians from Greece were moved 
to Southern Dobrogea in the 1920s, to the Banat in 1940 and to the 
Bărăgan in the 1950s.  70   The main reason for this action was the suspicion 
that the local communities would collude with Tito’s regime in the case of 
confl ict between Yugoslavia and the rest of the Soviet camp. About 970 of 
the ethnic local Serbs had been partisans in Tito’s armies during the war 
and had maintained close relations with their former comrades living in 
the neighbouring country.  71   

 Deportations were carried out according to Decision 200/1951 of the 
Romanian government that called for the forcible movement of the popula-
tion living in a 25 km belt close to the Yugoslav border. The deportation plan 
was fi nalized by the Securitate on 14 November 1950, and identifi ed 40,320 
people as “security risks”. They comprised 1330 foreign citizens, 8477 
Romanian refugees from Soviet-occupied Bessarabia, 3557 Macedonians, 
2344 people who collaborated with the German army in World War II, 257 
Germans, 1054 “supporters of Tito”, 1218 people with relatives abroad, 367 
who had supported anti-communist guerrillas, 731 “enemies of the socialist 
regime”, 19,034 rich peasants and innkeepers, 162 former big landlords and 
bourgeois and 341 convicted criminals. However, a different research sug-
gests that 9413 of the deportees were ethnic Germans. 

 Of the people who left the Banat, 629 died in the Bărăgan. Over 10,000 
army and Militia troops took part in the deportations, and in addition to 
the trains, 6211 trucks were also used. This huge mobilization was insuf-
fi cient, and some families waited under the open sky for two or three days 
to be deported, and most of them, upon arrival, were just abandoned on 
an open fi eld.  72   
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 All deportations were organized by the local party committees and were 
conducted by offi cers of the Militia, who arrived at their targets’ homes 
at 1:00 a.m..  73   Inventory commissions immediately seized the goods of 
the deported, paying for them in cash.  74   Some of the deported found out 
about the imminence of their dislocation and had their luggage prepared. 
One person, upon being notifi ed of his impending deportation, commit-
ted suicide. During the searches, weapons and ammunition were found 
at some of the richer peasants’ homes, but no arrests for partisan activity 
were made.  75   

 Each train used for deportation was huge, with 60–62 carriages, largely 
because each carriage was carrying only one family and their goods. They 
were allowed to take food, furniture, horses, a cow, their own horse- 
drawn cart and a pig.  76   In total, on 18 June, 66 trains with 2622 carriages 
transported 3537 families, while another 3276 families were still awaiting 
embarkation.  77   

 Upon arrival on the barren plains of the Bărăgan, the deported were 
to be employed as farm hands at state-owned farms. In order to empha-
size that the move was permanent, the authorities forced them to create 
new communities and to build new houses. Sofi ca Cirișanu, a woman of 
20 in 1951, recalls how at the destination, the deported found already-
drawn parcels for their new dwellings, with a house number nailed to 
a post.  78   By necessity, these houses were initially just hovels, which 
quickly became unsuitable for living in the local climate, characterized 
by very little water in dry season but extreme humidity once autumn 
rains began.  79   

 The Securitate admitted in its internal documents that the action of the 
local party leadership as the deportees reached the Bărăgan was extremely 
disorganized and that they were unable to cope with the necessities of 
those relocated. The deportees had to pay for their food and the construc-
tion materiel for their new homes. Therefore, a big difference was noted 
between the poor and the rich among them, the latter having the resources 
to pay for what they needed.  80   Building a house was compulsory; those 
who refused or were slow in doing so were prevented from getting jobs at 
local farms, seriously hurting the possibility of feeding their families. In a 
sign that the action was disorganized, some of the deported were allowed 
to build their new houses wherever they pleased, as the area was extremely 
large and sparsely populated. In the new localities, those who arrived from 
Banat had the opportunity to meet others who were enduring the same 
fate; some of the engineers responsible for the building of the villages 
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were also people deported from other cities.  81   Others were families of the 
partisans, who had been deported from their regions to put psychological 
pressure on the guerrillas and to remove one of their sources of support.  82   

 In order to focus surveillance of the new communities, the authori-
ties created a special department within the Ministry of Internal Affairs in 
1954. Called the Dislocation and House Arrest Service, it employed over 
30 offi cers headed by a lieutenant colonel. Their main task was not only 
to keep an eye on the 40,000 deported persons but also to recruit inform-
ers and actively seek information about anti-communist activities. Most 
agents were recruited through blackmail, and the targets were the usual 
suspects, mainly priests and former legionaries.  83   

 Many perished in the harsh winters of the Bărăgan because of hunger, 
cold, desperation and low-quality medical care. The villages built by the 
deportees were left by most of them after an amnesty in 1956 and were 
demolished by the authorities in 1964 in an effort to erase the memory of 
a period of repression.  84    
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    CHAPTER 6   

    Abstract     This section sums up the main arguments and relevance of the 
book, with an emphasis on the relevance of Romanian counterinsurgency 
and the comparative method in the study of early Cold War asymmetric 
confl icts.  

  Keywords     Cold War • Comparative method   •   Romanian counterinsur-
gency • Western counterinsurgency  

           In the aftermath of the Second World War, imperial powers battled 
armed opponents in territories they controlled, be they far-fl ung outposts 
of empire or territories much closer to home. It did not matter that they 
were countries with centuries of colonial history or, like the Soviet Union, 
had just acquired more territory at the expense of its neighbours. Small 
powers, such as Romania, which underwent a profound, foreign-induced 
transformation in its economic and power structure, also fought armed 
rebellions. Cultures differed enormously between the counterinsurgents. 
They spoke English, French, Dutch, Polish, Russian or Romanian. They 
ate and drank different things, sung different songs, prayed differently or 
not at all. Some were already developed industrial nations with consumer 
goods in relatively easy reach of their middle classes. Some were emerging 
industrial powerhouses banking everything on the growth of steel and 
chemical industries. Others were overwhelmingly rural countries with 

 Conclusion                     



fi elds still ploughed with horses or bullocks, much like in the Middle Ages. 
The British were living in a long-established liberal democracy, at least for 
the upper and middle-classes. The French, with more recent brushes with 
authoritarianism, also had a strong democratic tradition and a declared 
respect for the universal rights of man. The Eastern countries, though, 
were brutal dictatorships, not of the proletariat but of small, murderous 
elites claiming to govern in its name. 

 The insurgents also differed enormously. They were communists or 
nationalists or even had fascist elements among their ranks. They could 
boast large numbers, operating in battalion or company strength or, at 
most, in platoon-sized forces. They had territories or sections of the local 
communities under their control, or they were forced to live deep in the 
forests or the mountains, in hiding and in constant fear for their lives. The 
rebels operated in thick jungles haunted by mosquitoes, snakes, falling 
trees and tigers or in savannahs, dry deserts, rocky hills and mountains; 
they could be found in dark alleys in large metropolises or deep in the 
secular forests of Europe. They spoke Chinese, Malay, Greek, Vietnamese, 
Bantu, Arabic or Romanian. They prayed to God, to Allah, to deities of 
the forests or swore by the books of Marx, Lenin and Mao. 

 Despite this tremendous diversity, counterinsurgency was approached 
similarly in all of the cases discussed. A government who chose to stay 
in power rather than surrender, a colonial government who chose fi ght 
rather than fl ight, walked similar paths in the decades after 1945. First, it 
had to stop the confl ict from becoming a civil war. To do this, it had to 
physically isolate the armed rebels from the civilian population, sometimes 
at all costs. To do that, governments identifi ed the segments of the popu-
lation vulnerable to rebel propaganda, and in many cases, deported them 
en masse, either abroad or in territories far removed from those roamed 
by the partisans. Governments then had to identify and fi nd their oppo-
nents. The state intelligence and police apparatus was tasked to do that, 
through informant networks, interrogations, infi ltration, interception of 
signals and correspondence. The task of disposing of the maquis fell to 
military troops, who did what they knew best: patrols, mounted check-
points, searches, sweeps, ambushes, targeted strikes, and large-scale, com-
bined arms operations. 

 Romanian counterinsurgency, a small affair by comparison, serves 
as a typical example, an illustration in a nutshell of what was regular in 
other, better known or simply much larger campaigns. It also shows that 
small countries share the concerns and approaches of major powers when 
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 confronted with armed groups contesting their mastery of a territory or 
some specifi c polices. Romania, much like the rest of the East and the 
West, shows that victory in classical counterinsurgency was not about 
hearts and minds but about bullets, brains and barb wire.     
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 Table of key partisan groups in Romania 
 (This table has been compiled from the collections of documents 

quoted in this chapter).
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